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     In comparison to conventional generation systems, the use of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 
(SOFCs) provides higher electrical efficiency and lower carbon emissions. Furthermore, 
contrary to other fuel cell types, SOFC is considered fuel flexible as it can use a variety of 
fuels, such as hydrogen, alcohol, natural gas and other hydrocarbons or syngas. Nevertheless, 
SOFCs is expensive in terms of fabrication cost, as it is made essentially of advanced 
ceramic materials because of its high operating temperature (600-900°C). Much effort has 
been devoted to reduce cost, one possibility being the use of metal-supported solid oxide fuel 
cell (MS-SOFC). Cost reduction with MS-SOFC takes place because cheaper metal materials 
can replace some ceramic ones. Indeed, in MS-SOFC, the supporting structure is made of 
porous metal, on which are deposited thin ceramic layers for the anode, electrolyte and 
cathode. In traditional SOFC, one of those ceramic layers (typically the anode) is made 
thicker to support the whole assembly. Besides cost, there are other important advantages in 
using MS-SOFCs as they possess high oxidation resistance, mechanical stability and 
tolerance to redox cycles. On the other hand, there are important challenges in the fabrication 
of MS-SOFC as very high temperatures are involved to make dense electrolyte, which 
normally is done in air, but not in the present case to avoid extensive oxidation of the metal 
at those high temperatures (above 1200°C). Another constraint is that the coefficient of 
thermal expansion (CTE) of the porous metal support must match the CTE of the ceramic 
materials, such as yttrium stabilized zirconia (YSZ), typically used as electrolyte. The 
fabrication method considered in this work is tape casting of different layers followed by co-
sintering (under reducing atmosphere). In this thesis, SS-430 L and YSZ have been used as 
metal support and electrolyte, respectively. However, the main focus of this study is on the 
cathode, for which two different types of cathode material/preparation were considered: 1) 
ex-situ sintering of a printed stand-alone cathode layer and 2) infiltration of cathode 
materials on a cathode scaffold. For the first type, La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ mixed with 
Gadolinium Doped Ceria (LSFC-GDC) was used as cathode materials. For the second type, 
Samarium Barium Strontium Cobalt oxide (SBSCo) was infiltrated in the cathode scaffold. 
Cell performance was evaluated through IV curve, power density, and electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy. The cell with printed stand-alone cathode showed very poor 
iv  
performance in terms of Maximum Power Density (MPD) (less than 5 mW/cm2), associated 
with very high polarization resistance. In comparison with printed stand-alone cathode 
structure, the cell with the cathode scaffold showed much better performance in terms of 
Maximum Power Density (MPD) (140 mW/cm2) , but more tuning is still required to make 
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1  
Chapter 1 Introduction 
     In the past century, electric power has been generated by combustion of fossil fuel which 
presents some disadvantages, for example low conversion efficiency, and emission of 
greenhouse gasses [1]. The demand for electric power has also considerably increased from 
9,886 to 26,642 TWh between 1985 and 2018, that is an increase of 169% [2]. This demand has 
been mostly catered for by the use of thermal power generation, which inherently has a low 
efficiency, the mean efficiency value of conventional thermal power generation plant being 41% 
(LHV) worldwide [3]. It is worth mentioning that since 2001 every year has marked a high in 
Earth surface temperature compared to last 138 years [4]. 
     Because of the issues mentioned above, global research is being driven into the development 
of green energy technologies which also exhibit higher efficiencies. One such technology of 
interest if fuel cells known for their greener nature and higher inherent efficiency than 
conventional thermal power units. In these devices chemical energy of a fuel is directly 
converted to electrical energy, bypassing energy conversion losses associated with thermal 
power generation.  
     There are several types of fuel cells and one of the most commercialized types suffer from fuel 
inflexibility. For instance, in the case of Proton Exchange Membrane – Fuel Cells (PEM-FCs) the 
fuel is hydrogen gas. A transition to using this type of FC requires planning and development of 
hydrogen infrastructure. However, Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFCs), another type, is promising in 
terms of fuel flexibility, as it can operate not only with hydrogen, but also with renewable natural 
gas and biogas. In addition, internal reforming can occur when SOFCs is used as fuel cell devices, 
thus opening the possibility of internal reforming of more practical carbon containing fuels.  
     Another feature is operation at high temperature which increases the efficiency of the fuel 








1.1 Fundamentals of Fuel Cells 
 
The premise of fuel cells (FC) technology is to convert chemical energy of fuel directly to 
electrical energy using electrochemical charge transfer reactions and conduction of electrons 
through an external circuit. This inherently makes FCs more efficient than thermal power 
generation technologies. Primary FC technologies are: 
1. Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEM-FC). 
2. Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC). 
3. Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC). 
4. Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC). 
5. Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC). 
6. Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC). 
A fuel cell consists of three main parts which are anode, electrolyte, and cathode. All of 
them have particular functions; the anode and cathode facilitate electrochemical oxidation and 
reduction of fuel and oxidant, respectively, and the electrolyte transports charges, in the form 
of ions between anode and cathode. The type of charge transported through the electrolyte 
depends on the type of FC. Since there are no energy transformation steps the FC is inherently 
more efficient than thermal power generation devices. 
1.1.1 Working Principle of a Fuel Cell 
 
 As mentioned earlier the anode and cathode are responsible for the oxidation and 
reduction reactions, respectively. Reactions taking place at the two electrodes are termed 
half-cell reactions and the combination of them provide the overall fuel cell reaction. Fuel 
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  CO2− - carbonate ion   H2 - hydrogen  OH
— -  hydroxyl ion  
  CO - carbon monoxide   e−- electron   H2O - water 
  CO2 - carbon dioxide   H
+ - hydrogen ion  O2 - oxygen  
The above equations, known as Nernst equation, give a relationship between the ideal standard 
potential (E°) and the ideal equilibrium potential (E) at different temperatures and different 
partial pressures of reactants and product. 
Different FCs operate at different temperatures which is dependent on the electrolyte conduction 
and catalyst activity. SOFCs have a normal operating temperature range of 600-900℃.  nhm 
performance of a FC is dependent on the kinetics and thermodynamic principles governing that 




     An important metric, the maximum available work, can be calculated from the first and second 
law of thermodynamics. Essentially, the Gibbs free energy can be used as the available work 
which is dependent on the heat absorbed or generated (q) and work done by the system (δo), nv 
defined in Equations 1.1 and 1.2.  
q = n ∆n – nδv                     (1.1) 
δo = −∆G – nδv                    (1.2) 
where T is the absolute temperature of the system, ∆n iv ehnaem Wo lhm maleWiU Wo lhm vUvlme, δS 
is the irreversible change of entropy, nad ∆G iv lhm ehnaem ia Gieev oemm energy. If the generation 
of entropy is equal to zero, the maximum electrical work done can be calculated under reversible 
condition. Work done under reversible condition, although not attainable in real conditions, can 
act as a reference to estimate the performance of a fuel cell. Equation 1.3 expresses the 
correlation between the maximum work being equal to the change of Gibbs free energy when the 
irreversibility of the system is taken as zero. 
Wmax = −∆G                          (1.3) 
Since fuel cells are an electrochemical power generation device, the maximum work is 
expressed in terms of electric potential, E, in volts, as follows. 
 
                                                                E =  
δw
nF
               (1.4) 
   
 
  where E is the cell potential difference between cathode and anode or the electric potential 
of the cell, δo is the work done, n is the number of moles of electrons given or utilized per 
mole of fuel or reactant and F is FnendnU’v constant (F = 96487 C/ mole electrons). In 
Equation 1.5 the maximum cell potential, Emax, can be expressed as 
 
                                                               Wmax     −∆G  
 Emax =               =                        (1.5) 
                                                                             nF            nF 
 
The second law of thermodynamics restricts fuel cell to a maximum efficiency achievable under 
reversible condition. Equation 1.6 shows the second law efficiency of a fuel cell.  
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                                                         ∆e                                    
                                                         ηr =                                                 (1.6)                               
                                                              ∆h 
ohmem ∆h nad ∆e nem lhm ehnaem in enthalpy and Gibbs free energy, respectively, which both are 
function of temperature. Increasing the temperature leads to an increase in entropy which 
decreases the efficiency.  
     Along with thermodynamics of fuel cells, kinetics are equally important. Through a kinetics studies, 
insights into actual operation and associated losses can be gained. In a fuel cell the electrochemical 
reactions occur at the anode and cathode and both electrodes have their own electrode potential.  
In Equation 1.7 the overall cell potential can be correlated as the difference between the cathode 
and the anode potentials 
Er = φc,r − φa,r                         (1.7) 
where φc,r is the reversible cathode potential and φa,r is the reversible anode potential, Er is the 
overall reversible cell potential. Under irreversible conditions, the overall cell potential can be 
calculated using Equation 1.8. 
                                                             E = φc − φa                                         (1.8) 
ohmem φc iv lhm nelent enlhWdm iWlmalint nad φa is the actual anode potential. By subtracting Eqs. 
1.7 from Eqs. 1.8 the overpotential can be determined, as shown in Equation 1.9 
η = Er – E                          (1.9) 
 
 The cathode and anode overpotentials can be determined by using Equations 1.7-1.9. 
When a load is applied to the cell, or current is extracted from the cell, the anode potential 
increases and the cathode potential decreases. This is translated to an overall decrease in the cell 
potential, reflective of the amount of load or current extracted through the cell.  
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    Figure 1.1: Ideal and Actual Fuel Cell Voltage/Current Characteristic [5] 
 
Figure1.1 displays cell voltage versus current density and the different operational zones. 
The first operational zone, the low current density zone, depicts activation polarization. This 
potential loss is associated with activation of electrochemical reactions taking place at the 
electrodes. The activation barriers of these reactions is in turn dependent on the reaction kinetics 
and the activity of the electrocatalyst. [5,6]. 
In contrast, the second zone shows the ohmic overpotential which represents the potential 
losses incurred due to resistance to transport of charge in the system. This can comprise 
resistance to ions travelling through the electrolyte and electrons travelling through current 
collectors and interconnects. The ohmic resistance is dependent on the materials used, cell 
geometry and temperature [5]. 
The last operational zone, at high current density, represents the concentration polarization 
which occurs because of mass transfer limitations. When the load is high and the reactants cannot 
get to the active sites in time, the cell potential reduces drastically. The current density where 





1.1.2 Types of Fuel Cell 
 
Essentially all fuel cells have the same working principle; the difference comes in the type of 
charge, positive or negative, transported through the electrolyte.  Similarly, the operating 
temperature is also dependent on the chosen electrolyte. Fuel cell types are listed below in terms 
of electrolyte types and operating temperature. 
1. Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC): 
In this type, solid ceramic nonporous rare earth metal oxide are used as electrolyte such as yttrium 
stabilized zirconia oxide and doped ceria to transport negative charged oxygen ions towards the 
anode. The use of ceramic materials demands a high operating temperature in the range of 600-
1000°C to attain enough ionic conductivity. 
2. Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells (MCFC) 
In this type, alkali carbonates or a mixture thereof, such as lithium and potassium carbonates, 
are used as electrolyte to transfer negative carbonate ions. For adequate conductivity high 
operating temperatures close to 650°C are used. 
3. Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) 
In this type, ion exchange polymer membrane such as fluorinated sulfonic acid polymer is used 
as electrolyte to transfer positive charge hydrogen ion instead of negative charge. The operating 
temperature is low for PEMFC, in the range of 60 to 80C. 
4. Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cells (PAFC) 
Phosphoric acid is used as electrolyte in this type of fuel cell to transfer protons into the 
electrolyte. Phosphoric acid is used as the electrolyte due to its higher stability compared to other 
electrolytes. The operating temperature for PAFC is in the range of 150 to 220°C.  
5. Alkaline Fuel Cells (AFC) 
Alkaline solution is used as electrolyte in this type. In this case negative hydroxyl ions transfer 
into electrolyte. Potassium hydroxide (KOH) electrolyte is the most common selection. The 
operating temperature depends on the concentration of potassium hydroxide, for example if it 
is high concentration, the operating temperature is high in the range of 100-250°C.  
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Since SOFC is capable of transporting negative oxygen ions they do not have the limitation of 
using hydrogen as a fuel allowing it to be more fuel flexible. Table 1.2 shows a further 
comparison of fuel cell types in terms of electrolyte type, operating temperature and efficiency. 
 
 
Other than fuel flexibility, SOFC also has a higher distributed system level efficiency. This 
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makes SOFC a good choice of research both academically and industrially.  
 
1.2   Basics of Solid Oxide Fuel Cells and its Application 
     In 1838,William Groove invented the first fuel cell which was referred to as the Groove Cell 
[7]. Since then, significant progress has been made in the field of fuel cells. Pertaining to SOFC, 
Gaugain, Nernst and Wanger had significant contributions. Solid electrolyte was discovered by 
Gaugain in 1853 [8], then in 1897 Nernst reported that ionic conductivity was improved by doping 
of zirconia with 15% yittrium [8]. Much later in 1943, Wagner discovered that oxygen ions travel 
through metal oxides via a vacancy hoping mechanism [9]. This led to a lot of research in oxygen 
conduction mechanism leading to a high number of patents being filed in the 1960-70s [10]. A 
lot of this work has been devoted to the discovery of non-porous solid ceramic materials, like 
yittrium stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and doped ceria, which show good oxygen ion conductivity 
at high temperatures, close to 1000 ℃ [11]. This oxygen conducting ceramic material when 
sandwiched between a solid anode and cathode forms a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC).  
     SOFCs are termed solid because having all solid components. The requirement of 
sufficient conductivity from electrolyte demands high operating temperature, which leads 
to the possibility of internal reforming of carbon containing fuel, further enhancing the 
fuel flexibility of these types of cells [12, 13]. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a SOFC. 














25 to 35% 
 
35 to 45% 
 
       40 to 50% 
 
       45 to 55% 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of a solid oxide fuel cell [12] 
     Fuel, for example in the form of hydrogen, gets to the triple phase boundary (TPB) at the 
anode, where it is electrochemically oxidized to form water while giving away electrons. These 
electrons pass through an outer circuit while travelling to the cathode. Oxidant in the form of air 
or oxygen diffuses into the cathode and reaches the TPB at the cathode-electrolyte interface, 
where the oxygen is electrochemically reduced, while taking the electrons coming from the outer 
circuit, forming oxygen negative ions. These negative oxygen ions travel through the electrolyte 
towards the anode where they react with hydrogen to form water. Hence half reactions take place 
at both electrodes that can be combined to form a global reaction. Equations 1.11 and 1.12 show 
the half-cell reactions and the global reaction when hydrogen is used as a fuel.  
                                               Anode:  H2 + O
2−→ H2 O + 2e
−
  
Cathode: 1/2O2 + 2e
− → O2−                 
(1.11)
 
                                               Overall Reaction:  H2 + 1/2O2 → H2O        (1.12) 
     Higher efficiency, fuel flexibility and possibility of heat integration have made SOFC a possible 
choice for applications such as Auxiliary Power Unit (APU), Combined Heat and Power (CHP) 
systems, and large-scale power plants [12]. A promising application of SOFC is its application 
as a power source in desalination [14]. A techno-economic analysis of SOFC as a power source 
to desalinate seawater in Persian (Arabian) Gulf using reverse osmosis (RO) has shown that in 
comparison to a gas turbine powered system, a SOFC powered system shows a higher exergy 
efficiency of 29% [14]. There are numerous reports in literature focused on SOFC integrated 
thermal desalination [15-20], RO [21] and hybrid thermal–RO [22] systems. Hosseini et al. [16] 
have reported the exergy efficiencies of SOFC-GTs and SOFC- GTs integrated with heat 
recovery steam generator (HRSG)- multiple-effect distillation (MED), and these efficiencies 
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have been recorded as 55% and 64%, respectively. The fresh water production cost has been 
reduced from 2.5 to 1.9 USD/m3 when SOFC-(multi-stage flash) MSF has been integrated [14]. 
In comparison to standard gas turbine (GT) power which is 10 MW, SOFC coupled with gas 
turbine can improve power to 25 MW [14]. By integrating SOFC with GT organic Rankine 
cycle(ORC)-( Reverse Osmosis) RO system net annual cost can be saved; which would be 
around 8.2–21 million USD, for supported and unsupported water/gas prices, respectively [14]. 
However, there are some of problems found in SOFC integrated with GT which are stability 
issues, gas turbine (GT) pressure fluctuations limited operating pressure and complex controls 



















                           Figure 1.3: A co-generation system for water desalination [14] 
 
     Based on the thickness of cell components, anode, electrolyte and cathode, SOFC can be 
categorized into three different types. When the anode is left thicker compared to the other two 
components, the cell is generally labelled as Anode Supported Cell (ASC), a similar 
nomenclature is used for when electrolyte and cathode are left thicker. Generally, ASCs are 
more common because a thicker electrolyte leads to higher ohmic losses and a thicker cathode 
leads to higher cathode polarization losses, both being more important than anode polarization 
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losses. Even though very attractive, there are many challenges in the material, fabrication and 
life of a SOFC. These challenges are discussed in the next section.  
 
1.3   Challenges 
Most of the problems or challenges in SOFC can be categorized into two different categories: 
Materials used: Since SOFC operate at high temperatures, it is easier for cell materials to 
interact. For instance, interaction of YSZ (common electrolyte material) with cobalt containing 
cathode has been regarded as a factor of degradation. Similarly, at high operating temperatures 
coarsening of nickel particles (anode catalyst) has also been reported.  
 
Operation wear and tear: High operating temperature can lead to physical damage to the cell. 
For instance, during start up and shut down, a cell goes through a drastic thermal cycle. If not 
handled carefully this thermal cycle, based on material mismatch, can lead to warping and 
cracking of cell. Figure 1.4 gives a diagram outlining common cell materials and their 

















                                   Figure 1.4: Material limitation for SOFC [8] 
 
     The anode mostly comprises reduced nickel oxide mixed with the electrolyte material (doped 
zirconia or doped ceria) [12, 31-33]. The choice of nickel is based on electronic conduction and 
catalytic activity towards methane reforming and electrochemical hydrogen reduction, even 
though the use of nickel presents several problems. Nickel particles diffuse and fuse together at 
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high temperatures, referred to as coarsening of particles [27-29]. Coarsening of particles can 
lead to reduction in Triple Phase Boundary (TPB), which in turn leads to cell performance 
degradation due to loss of active area [1, 11, 30]. Other than electrochemical performance loss 
due to reduction of TPB, changes in microstructure can also lead to physical strain and damage 
to the cell. Another reported problem is the redox cycling of nickel in case of fuel cut-off. In its 
original structure nickel is added as nickel oxide and goes through a reduction cycle prior to 
cell operation. In case of fuel cut-off, nickel can be oxidized to nickel oxide. The redox cycle 
reactions are shown in equations 1.13 and 1.14  
 
NiO + H2 → Ni + H2O                   (1.13) 
Ni +   1    O2 → NiO                      (1.14) 
 
 
     This can lead to a thermal shock at the anode as there is a significant mismatch between 
reaction energy for the reduction and oxidation. The enthalpy of reduction reaction is -13 
kJ.mol−1, but the amount of enthalpy for the oxidation reaction is -239.8kJ.mol−1 [34]. 
Furthermore, re-oxidizing nickel can lead to a volume change of 69% which can induce a 
substantial physical strain on the cell leading to physical damage [31,32, 34, 35]. Waldbilig et 
al. [36] have extensively studies the degradation of nickel-based anodes. Figure1.5, shows 
microstructure of anode for an anode supported cell after redox cycling; the crack on the 
electrolyte is attributed to redox cycling. 
 
Figure 1.5: SEM BSE image of a large vertical electrolyte crack in a fresh fractured anode-




In literature, redox cycling is considered as a primary degradation mechanism of anode 
supported cells [35-39]. 
     Another significant degradation mechanism is the thermal cycling of the cell. Since 
conventional cells are made of different ceramic materials that are layered, they do not have 
identical coefficients to thermal expansion and are brittle; as such, a quick heat-up and cool-
down can lead to cell warping and cracking [31]. Continuous thermal cycling can also lead to 
permanent changes in the CTE of Ni/YSZ anode which can aggravate the physical strain that 
occurs during thermal cycling [31,40].  
     In the last 2 decades a lot of work has been devoted to a new generation of SOFC, also called 
the third generation SOFC. These cells have a thick and porous metal support in addition to the 
three primary components. These cells are commonly referred to as metal supported – solid 
oxide fuel cells (MS-SOFCs). Figure 1.6 shows schematics of anode supported – SOFC, 
cathode supported (CS) - SOFC and MS-SOFCs. Table 1.3 shows the advantages and 
































     The MS-SOFC architecture allows for thinner ceramic layers which can instill many benefits 
in the cell. The active materials are expensive in comparison to the metal support and hence 
having thinner layers for active components reduces the cell cost. Furthermore, the mechanical 
integrity of the cell is increased which comes through the metal support which is more resistant 
to physical strain and shock compared to brittle ceramic materials [13, 41].  
     Although this concept offers many advantages, it has been reported that fabrication of such 
cells can be challenging [13]. From different materials available, ferritic stainless steel has been 
utilized as a preferred choice by many researchers [6]. Even though work on MS-SOFC dates 
as far back as 1960s, when austenitic steel support was used with a zirconia electrolyte with a 
reported performance of 115 mW.cm−2 at 750 ℃ [42], it was only in the last two decades that 
significant progress was made. For a high performing cell, the electrolyte must be gas tight. 
This can be achieved through high temperature sintering or thermal deposition techniques like 
Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) or Plasma Spray Deposition (PSD). There are many reported 
advantages and disadvantages of thermal deposition techniques reported in the literature [41]. 
Essentially, in a thermal spray deposition method the electrolyte is deposited on a prefabricated 
metal support, which can have the advantage of adequate electrolyte density at lower 
temperature. However, it has been reported that ionic conductivity of sintered YSZ electrolyte 
is higher than that deposited through PSD [1, 43]. To compensate for the lower conductivity, 
cells with plasma spray deposited electrolyte are operated at higher temperature, 800℃, which 




CS–SOFC High redox stability of 
the anode 
Low output power 
AS–SOFC  Low operating temperature 
high output power 
Low redox stability 
MS–SOFC Lower cost, high mechanical 
strength, excellent redox and 
thermal shock tolerance 
Densification issue of the 
electrolyte, oxidation of the 
metal, Cr poisoning issue 
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deposition is the possibility of localized hot spots on the electrolyte surface which can lead to 
cell failure [44]. Thermal spray methods are also difficult to implement, in term of parameter 
tuning, and can also require large processing times. Hence the applicability of these is debatable. 
In comparison, co-sintering of metal support with electrolyte offers a solution. Essentially the 
electrolyte and metal support layers are casted in sheet form, press-laminated together and 
sintered together at high temperatures [6]. Using wet metallurgy and tape casting, a MS-SOFC 
with a fully sintered YSZ electrolyte, 10-20 micron in thickness, has been reported to be able 
to operate at lower temperatures (650-700℃) [1]. Even though a lot of literature has been 
published on the use of tape casting coupled with co-sintering for the fabrication of MS-SOFCs 
[45, 46], there are many challenges in using this processing route [1]. The components sintered 
together fall in different material categories, while the support is a metal, the active component 
is a metal oxide. 
     During firing at high temperature this material mismatch can lead to cracking, warping and 
delamination [32]. Similarly, the high sintering temperature requires a reducing atmosphere to 
avoid the oxidation of the metal support. However, the use of reducing atmosphere at high 
sinteeiae lmeimenleem, hiehme lhna 1200℃, ena tmnd lW ehmeient ehnaemv ia lhm enlhWdm tnUme 
(if the cathode layer is co-sintered with the metal support and electrolyte) [1, 41]. This brings 
about a limitation both in choice of cathode materials and the processing route of these 
materials. Even after co-sintering of metal support and electrolyte in reducing atmosphere, the 
cathode will have to be sintered while protecting the metal support from excessive oxidation. 
nv veeh, enlhWdmv’ vialmeiae ammdv lW em dWam nl lmeimenleemv eeeh tWome lhna lhWvm 
eWasmaliWanttU evmd (hiehme lhna 1000℃) io vialmemd ia nie, We eevl em vialmemd ia iamel 
atmosphere when higher temperature is required. As an alternative to the above-mentioned ex-
situ cathode sintering, some researchers have tried in-situ cathode sintering, where cathode is 
applied to a sintered metal support-electrolyte structure and sintered in the test setup prior to 
operation. Since the electrolyte is dense, the atmosphere for the metal side (anode) and cathode 
can be different, thereby protecting the metal support [47, 48]. The limitation in choice of 
cathode material and tuning of cathode in-situ sintering still remains though. Using in-situ 
sintering temperatures up to 900-1000℃ nem niitienetm ohieh iv vlitt tWome lhna lhnl emqeiemd 
for conventional cathode materials of cathode catalyst. Limited research has been published on 
cathodes that can be sintered in-situ at lower temperatures [48, 49]. Moreover, in-situ sintering 
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is difficult to scale up. 
     Hence this work presents a study on cathode sintering for MS-SOFCs. The first approach is 
to assess ex-situ sintering in non-oxidizing atmosphere. The sintering behaviors and stability of 
LSCF cathode catalyst under different atmospheres and temperatures has been investigated to 
optimize the cathode processing [49]. The second proposed solution is to use a porous cathode 
scaffold instead of a stand-alone cathode layer. The porous scaffold can be made from the 
electrolyte material and can be co-sintered with metal support and electrolyte. This porous 
scaffold can be later infiltrated by cathode material and in-situ sintered prior to operation. This 
approach also has the potential of increasing the TPB in the cathode [50]. Reports about the use 
of porous YSZ scaffold has been published by Zhan et al. [6, 41, 51]. Also, it has been reported 
that YSZ can react with lanthanum and cobalt containing cathode materials [52,53]. However, 
SDC as a porous scaffold for cathode has not been investigated to the best of authors knowledge. 
SDC has higher conductivity than YSZ and is a mixed ionic and electronic conductor which 
might increase cathode conductivity and lower cathode overpotential. Hence, the objective of 
this research is first to fabricate MS-SOFC without using in-situ cathode sintering and secondly 
to fabricate MS-SOFC with reasonable performance (500-1000 mW.cm−2) at intermediate cell 
operating temperatures (700-800℃). 
 
1.4   Thesis Organization 
 
     Chapter 1 gives an introduction to this work and outlines the motivation and objectives as 
well. Chapter 2 comprises a literature review mostly focused on materials used for active cell 
components and the metal support, and the different cell architectures studied. Then, in chapter 
3, the experimental approach, experimental procedures, brief summary for experimental devices 
and method used in this research are given. Experimental results and analysis are given in 









Chapter 2 Literature Review 
 
2.1   Metal Supported Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 
 
     Metal Supported – Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (MS-SOFC) provides numerous advantages over 
conventional all ceramic cells. Other than enhancing the physical integrity, MS-SOFC also 
improves thermal and redox tolerance of cells, and reduces material cost by allowing for 
application of thinner layers for active material [1,41-42]. Although the majority of the research 
on MS-SOFC is reported in the last three decades, the first reported case dates as far back as 
1960s [6,42], when austenitic steel as support with stabilized Zirconia as electrolyte. Since 
1990s major groups with significant contribution to literature are the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory (LBNL), Danish Technological University (DTU), Ceres Power, 
Forschungszentrum Julich, Riso National Laboratory, Topsoe Fuel Cells (TFC), and the 
University of Toronto [6,54]. 
     Although attractive, MS-SOFC faces many challenges. The first challenge is that of the 
material mismatch; whereas the support is made of a metal other cell components are metal 
oxides. Hence the difference in shrinkage during sintering and coefficient of thermal expansion 
(CTE) during fabrication and operation can lead to physical defects, like cracks, warping and 
delamination, of the cell [1,6,55]. This is issue can be solved by choice of metal which has a 
similar CTE to that of other cell components.  
     Another challenge is the fabrication of MS-SOFCs. For cell integrity, performance and life, cell 
components have to adhere to each other which primarily comes from the fabrication route. Even 
though researchers have reported successful use of thermal spray deposition method, these 
methods are difficult to scale up because of complex fine tuning, long processing time, possibility 
of hot spots on cells and in some cases incapability to attain fully dense electrolyte [56,57]. Another 
fabrication route is the use of wet powder metallurgy and co-sintering of casted metal and other 
cell component layers together. This is challenging as the presence of metal imposes many 
limitations. Firstly, to achieve full density of electrolyte high temperature sintering, in the range of 
1300-1400℃, iv emqeiemd [54]. At these high temperatures the components of the metal alloy 
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can go through interdiffusion. It has been reported that treating stainless steel metal support 
with nickel based anode at high temperature can lead to interdiffusion of iron, chromium and 
nickel [58-61]. Similarly most metals exhibit higher shrinkage than metal oxides, and hence a 
mismatch can lead to physical defects in the cell. Another limitation comes in the form of 
sintering atmosphere; to avoid metal oxidation, sintering has to be carried out in non-oxidizing 
atmosphere [13]. Another challenge comes directly from the use of non-oxidizing atmosphere, 
where most cathode materials (primarily metal oxides) are unstable in reducing atmosphere at 
high temperatures. Hence, a MS-SOFC cannot be sintered with metal support and cathode layer 
in a single sintering step [6,54]. Some reports exist which demonstrate sintering of cathode on 
an already sintered metal support-electrolyte half-cell in inert atmosphere [62].  
     Based on the discussion above, MS-SOFC challenges can be categorized into two sections: 
the choice of material and the cell failure during fabrication and operation. Hence this literature 
covers extensively the topic of materials and the challenges faced during the fabrication and 
operation of MS-SOFCs. This review provides a comparison of different materials used for 
metal support and cell active components, and different fabrication techniques. It should be 
noted, though, that due to inconsistency in testing conditions, variations in cell materials and 
architecture it is rather impossible to draw a direct comparison. Comparison is mostly seen in 
the form of polarization curve and life tests of cells complemented by microstructure analysis.  
 
2.2   The Selection of Metal Supported Cell Materials 
 
 2.2.1    The choice of metal support 
 
In general the following are the requirements from a metal support used in MS-SOFC [6]: 
1. The metal to be used should be inexpensive. 
2. The metal should have a high tolerance to oxidation. 
3. The metal should have high tolerance to thermal cycling 






     Several types of metal alloy have been utilized as metal support, but the most preferable alloy 
is ferritic stainless steel (FSS). The reasons are summarized below in Table 2.1 in which the 
comparison between metal alloys have been made in terms of CTE, cost, oxidation rate and 
mechanical strength. Figure 2.1 shows the phase diagram of Cr-Ni-Fe based alloy; in which 
their properties have been stated above Table 2.1, and this diagram is estimated by Yang. 
Table 2.1: The comparison between metal alloys [41,63]. 
 
Note that CTE of electrolytes (YSZ, CGO, LSGM are in the range 10 − 12 × 10−6K−1) 
 









Cr based 11.0-12.5 Very  
expensive 
Good High 
Ferritic SS 11.5-14.0 Cheap Good Low 
Austenitic SS 18.0-20.0 Cheap Good Fairly high 
Fe based supper alloy 15.0-20.0 Fairly 
cheap 
Good High 
Ni based super alloys 14.0-19.0 Expensive Good High 
Ni 16.0-17.0 Expensive Low Low 
NI-Fe 13.0-14.0 Fairly 
expensive 
Low Low 
NiCrAlY 15-16 Expensive Excellent Good 
Hastelloy-X 15.5-16 Expensive Excellent Good 
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     From Table 2.1, it can be seen that ferritic stainless steel (SS) –(e.g.  430L) have a CTE 
(11.5-14.0 ppm.K-1) very close to that of common electrolyte materials (CTE for both YSZ and 
SDC is in the range of 10-12 ppm.K-1) [41]. Further, SS-430 is cheaper compared to Hastelloy 
X and NiCrAlY alloy and exhibits higher resistance to oxidation when compared to SS-300 
series [13, , 41, 54]. It has been reported that Ferritic stainless steel (SS)-430L has 16- 18 % 
chromium, and this amount of Cr content can create an electrically conductive  protective layer 
of chromium oxide [32, 54]. As a result, SS-430L can conduct electrons [32, 54]. Although 
chromium can form a protective oxide coating, the atmosphere experienced during SOFC 
operation is harsh and can potentially lead to oxidation of ferritic stainless-steel with chromium 
content as high as 16-18% [65]. Table 2.2 shows the composition of SS-430 and SS-440 in 
weight percent.  









     It has been recorded that the maximum recorded power density (MPD) at 700℃is 246mW. cm−2, 
when SS-430L has been utilized as metal support which contains 16-18% of chromium [68]. In other 
study, Tucker has been reported that the maximum recorded power density (MPD) at 700℃is 
1.56W. cm−2, when SS-434L has been utilized as metal support which contains 16.66% of chromium 
[69]. 
     Although stainless steel seems like a good option, there are some downsides to the presence 
of chromium in the system. Firstly, the shrinkage rate of stainless is dependent on the amount of 
chromium and should be tuned to match that of ceramic components being sintered together 
[32]. Secondly, chromium is known to poison metal oxides used as catalyst in the cathode which 
can lead to decreased cell performance and eventually failure. Chromium oxide, which may form 
due to oxidation of metal support, can exist in volatile hexavalent oxides which are volatile and 
can also lead to poisoning [70, 71]. The chemical equation of chromium oxide conversion to 
Element 430 Stainless 
steel ( wt %) 
434 Stainless 
steel ( wt %) 
440 stainless 
steel (wt%) 
Cr 16-18 16.66 16-18 
Mn < 1 0 .14 < 1 
Si < 1 0 .85 < 1 
P < 0.04 0.016 < 0.04 
S < 0.03 0.006 < 0.03 
C 0.12 0.012 0.95-1.2 
Mo - 0 .94 0.75 
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volatile chromium oxides is shown in equations 2.1 and 2.2 [70,71].  
 
2Cr2O3 + 3O2 ⇔ 4CrO3(g) (2.1) 
2Cr2O3 + 3O2 + 4H2O ⇔ 4CrO2(OH)2(g) (2.2) 
 
     Though chromium oxide; which is formed in SS430-L, can protect SS-430L from oxidation, a 
buildup of it in SS-430L can lead to the formation of a fragile oxide layer; moreover, it may decrease 
the electrical conductivity which is undesirable in metal support cell applications [13, 54]. In the case 
of excess oxidation, the scale of chromia grows and will eventually lead to spalling. This can lead to 
physical defect failure of the cell [1,6,41]. It is reported that a scale thickness of 5 micron, which can 
grow over 30,000 hours of operation, is the threshold after which spalling can occur [46]. Another 
source of reduction in conductivity is the aluminum and silicon present in stainless steel, similar to 
chromium they can form non-conductive oxide leading to decreased cell performance [6, 13]. When 
Si element is added into the stainless-steel composite the adhesion among chromia scale and stainless-
steel surface is improved due to silicon oxide formation which has formed by addition of Si [13].  
However, another issues, which can affect the performance of cell when the ferritic stainless steel is 
used as metal support, is the use of high amounts of silicon and aluminum in ferritic stainless steel 
which can create non-conductive oxide during operation [6]. It has been reported that even a silicon 
content as low as 0.017 wt% can still undergo oxidation in SOFC operating conditions [6,13, 72]. 
 
     Another option for use as metal support is the use of Ni based alloys and ceramic composites. 
Nickel is known for its activity towards electrochemical hydrogen oxidation and reforming of 
methane. It has been reported that a Ni-YSZ composite as anode can help in matching the CTE of 
anode and YSZ electrolyte thereby reducing the chances of cell warping during start-up and shut-
down [13]. Nickel alone has a CTE of 16.5 ppm.K-1 compared to 12.4 ppm.K-1 of GDC [54]; 
however, it has been reported that alloying nickel with iron can reduce the CTE to match it with 
YSZ and GDC electrolytes [41]. Similar reports have been published regarding alloying nickel 
with molybdenum, where a MPD of 1196 mW.cm-2 onv emiWelmd nl 750℃ ohma Ni-Mo alloy 
was used as a metal support [6,13, 73, 74]. Gdansk University of Technology in Poland has 
studied nickel and chromium alloys in terms of corrosion rate and corrosion resistance, particular 
IN625 [75] and  PI600 [76]. They found that the corrosion rate of IN625[75] has been reduced 
when the rare earth elements is infiltrated through porous alloy, and they concluded that yttria 
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element has more effect in reducing corrosion rate of IN625 than other elements. Furthermore, 
they found that by infiltrating yttria element; which is prepared in precursor solution, into porous 
P1600 alloy [76] the corrosion resistance is enhanced.    
 
     Despite being explored extensively, the use of nickel has several challenges. Other than being 
expensive, nickel does not have a high resistance to redox cycling, which can lead to cell failures 
[13,41].  
 
     Another grade of stainless steel explored is the Crofer 22 APU and 22 H, which have up to 
24 ol% eheWeiee. Hmnl lemnlemal Wo 22 nPy ia 50% heeidioimd nleWvihmem nl 800℃ vhWomd 
that a 30 hour exposure led to an area specific resistance (ASR) of 0.02-0.03 [6,13,63,77,78]. 
 
2.2.2   Choice of Anode Materials 
 
The primary purpose of anode is to facilitate electrochemical oxidation of fuel and conduct 
electrons to the outer circuit [1, 6]. Based on these functionalities, the anode material should 
have the following qualities: 
1. High electrical conductivity to enhance transport of electrons to the outer 
circuit from the active sites 
2. High activity towards fuel oxidation 
3. Compatible CTE with electrolyte material to prevent cell warping and/or cracking 
during start up or cool down.  
     Nickel has been a common choice as having the above qualities; it is also active towards 
internal reforming of carbon containing fuels [6, 11, 31]. However, pure nickel is seldom employed 
as the anode and is mixed with either SDC or YSZ (electrolyte material) to match the CTE of anode 
with electrolyte [6,11]. Adding SDC and/or YSZ can also lead to an increase in the TPB thereby 
enhancing the cell performance [6]. The first study of nickel-zirconia cermet dates back to 1970 in the 
form of a patent [11,79]. However, it is also reported that Ni with YSZ exhibits a lower tolerance to 
redox cycling [80]. It is also reported that Ni-YSZ anode cermet has a lower resistance to sulfur 
poisoning [81].  Nonetheless, Ni-YSZ remains one of the common choice for anode of SOFCs [11]. 
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     The case of MS-SOFCs makes the use of nickel even more challenging, for example, issue of 
interlayer diffusion of chromium (from stainless steel support) and nickel (from anode) has been 
reported extensively [6, 60, 61, 82, 83]. When metal/anode/electrolyte half-cell is co-sintered at 
high temperature can lead to chromium diffusion into the anode causing chromium poisoning [83, 
84]. Even during high temperature operation, interlayer diffusion is possible and can lead to 
formation of electrically insulating Cr2O3, NiCr2O4 and iron oxides [11, 41], which can increase 
the anode polarization resistance [58]. In the same way, nickel from anode can also diffuse into 
stainless steel metal support; the incorporation of nickel into stainless steel can change the 
stainless steel to austenitic steel [1,6,11,64]. It has been reported that the CTE value of austenitic 
steel (18-20 ppm.K−1) [11,41] which is very different from that of common electrolytes, can lead 
to physical defects during operation [6, 11].  
     Figure 2.2 shows SEM image superimposed with EDAX elemental map for a MS-SOFC 
fabricated using plasma spray deposition, it is clear that after 1500 hours of operation interlayer 
diffusion took place. Despite these issues researchers still focus on the use of nickel as it can 
increase fuel flexibility. In the recent past many researchers have published work outlining 
changes in the structure of MS-SOFC that can help mitigate interlayer diffusion. These methods 
include adding diffusion barrier layer (DBL), lowering fabrication and operation temperatures, 





Figure 2.2: EDAX/SEM composite image of cross-section of MS-SOFC produced by plasma spray 





     Another degradation mechanism for nickel-anode SOFCs and MS-SOFC is the 
coarsening of nickel particles during manufacturing and operation. It has been reported that 
MS-SOFC co-sintered showed a dense anode structure, attributed to coarsening of nickel, 
which led to a very low MPD of 100 mW.cm−2 [12, 29]. Figure 2.3 shows SEM image of   Ni 
coarsening for a cell sintered in H2 reducing atmosphere at 1400℃and sintered in air and then 
reduced at 800℃in H2. In this figure, comparatively large (coarsened) Ni grains with non-
homogenous microstructure can be seen for cell sintered at 1400℃ in H2[1, 85]. 
 
Figure 2.3: Electrolyte and anode microstructure of (a) Cell sintered at 1400℃in H2 and 
(b) Cell sintered at high temperature in air and then reduced at 800℃in H2 [1,85]. 
 
     However, the coarsening of nickel during manufacturing can be avoided through infiltration of 
nickel particles into the porous metal of sintered metal-electrolyte substrate. In Figure 2.4, SEM 




Figure 2.4: (a) Microstructure of the cell fabricated at LBNL by co-sintering before the catalyst 
infiltration, and the microstructure of anode after Ni infiltration (b)once and (c)5 times[41, 86] 
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     It has been reported that a MS-SOFC with 2 wt% loading of nickel catalyst shows an initial 
eWeeiamd iWtneiznliWa emvivlnaem Wo 2.28  Ω.cm2[51] ohieh iaeemnvmd lW 3.5Ω.cm2 after a 12 hour 
operation, the authors attributed this increase to coarsening of nickel [51]. Figure 2.5 shows 




Figure 2.5: Impedance spectra of the single MS-SOFC before and after the 12h measurement at 
750◦C. [51] 
 
     Zhan et al. [87] reported a combined polarization resistance of 0.12 Ω.cm2 when nickel, 
combined with SDC, was infiltrated as the anode into the porous metal support. This is attributed 
to firstly increased TPB due to the presence of SDC and secondly to mixed ionic electronic 
conductive (MIEC) nature of doped ceria. Similarly Tucker et al. [88] also reported high 
performance of 0.44, 1.1 and 1.9 W.cm-2 nl 600, 700 nad 750 ℃ emvimelismtU. Ia [49] the MPD 
of a MS-SOFC with Ni-YSZ infiltrated anode has been reported as 0.548 W.cm−2 at 750℃. But 
compared to Ni-SDC [87], the MPD with Ni-YSZ is lower. This is also reflected in the combined 
polarization resistances, where for Ni-YSZ it iv 0.44 Ω.cm2 [49] compared to 0.12  Ω.cm2 for 
SDC [87]. Another report [89] has utilized Ni-YSZ as anode functional layer, but a low MPD of 0.05 
W.cm-2 has been reported at 700℃.  
     Gadolinium Doped Ceria (GDC) is another alternate to SDC due to its similar properties [90]. 
Rojek-Wockner et al. [91] reported a MPD of 0.88 W.cm-2 nl 850℃ oilh deU hUdeWema with a 
MS-SOFC containing Ni-GDC as the impregnated anode. Figure 2.6 shows the I-V curve for 





Figure 2.6: Current-voltage and current-power characteristics of a single metal-  supported cell 
employing a Ni/GDC cermet anode[91] 
 
     Blennow et al. made comparison between GDC and ceria (CeO2) as additive ceramic materials into 
nickel-based anode [59]. Grt vhWomd n tWome iWtneiznliWa emvivlnaem Wo 1.2 Ω.cm2 compared to ceria 
ohieh onv 5.1 Ω.cm2. They also reported that by adding GDC to nickel (10 wt%) the polarization 
emvivlnaem dmeemnvmv lW 0.12 Ω.cm2. Other than having a lower polarization resistance, MS-SOFC with 
Ni-GDC had a degradation of 5%/hr [6,59]. In [92] the durability of MS-SOFC with Ni-YSZ as anode 
onv lmvlmd lheWeeh lhmeent eUetmv emlomma eWWe lmeimenleem nad 800℃ after every 100 hours of 
operation. They reported that the cell maintained a MPD of 0.15 W.cm-2 nl 800℃ deeiae lhm tiom lmvl.  
They attributed this stability to stabilization of nickel by the addition of YSZ. 
     In [91] a comparison between Ni-YSZ and Ni-GDC is made using electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) and the area specific resistance (ASR). They concluded that the polarization 
arc appears at low frequencies for Ni-GDC anode which implies a gas diffusion limitation. In 
contrast, Ni-YSZ shows the polarization arc at low and medium frequencies, implying both gas 
diffusion limitation and charge transfer limitation.  This is expected as GDC is a MIEC and can 
contribute to the conduction of electron to the active sites.  
     As mentioned earlier, nickel containing anode can go through volume changes during redox 
cycling causing physical defects in the cell [3,6 ,7]. Intuitively, cells with stand-alone anode 
functional layer (AFL) are more susceptible to this than cells in which a porous scaffold is 
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infiltrated with anode catalyst particles [46]. Bae et al. [93]  used YSZ ceramic material as porous 
backbone layer which was infiltrated by 8-24 wt% nickel. However, due to poor electronic 
conduction of YSZ other materials have been tried as the anode scaffold as well. For example, in 
[94] La0.4Sr0.4Fe0.03Ni0.03Ti0.94O3 (LSFNT) was used as the scaffold with Ni-GDC as the anode 
catalyst. Nielsen et al. [94] reported that LSFNT showed a higher redox stability compared to a 
YSZ scaffold and also led to a MPD of 0.77 W.cm-2 nl 750℃. nhis cell showed a degradation of 
0.15 W.cm-2/1000 hour in a durability test.  In [95], SS-430L porous structure was impregnated 
with 10wt% loading of Ni catalyst. In Figure 2.7 SEM image has been taken for single metal 






Figure 2.7: SEM images of (a) MS-SOFC, (b) LSFSc-YSZ cathode, (c) Ni-430L anode. [95] 
 
As it can be seen in the above Figure 2.7, YSZ electrolyte is fully dense. For these cells the MPDs at 
650, 700 ,750 nad 800℃ omem 0.193, 0.418, 0.636 nad 0.907 o.ee-2 in humidified hydrogen.  Figure 
2.8 displays I-P-V plot for these cells. 
 
 
                  Figure 2.8: I–P–V characteristics for MS-SOFC [95] 
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Furthermore, in figure 2.9 impedance spectra measurement has been taken for this cell, and it is 
observed that the total polarization resistance losses of this cell are higher than ohmic resistance loss. 
Consequently, the polarization resistance dominates the cell performance. 
 
 
               Figure 2.9: Impedance spectra at open circuits for MS-SOFC [95]. 
 
     The comparison between infiltrated SDC-430L[96] (SDC loading = 10 wt%), Ni-430L [94] 
and Ni-SDC-430L [97] as anode catalysts has been made in terms of MPD, as well as 
polarization and ohmic resistances. By using infiltrated SDC-430L as anode catalyst, it has been 
reported that the MPD of this anode catalyst is higher than Ni-30L which is 0.94 W.cm−2 at 
800℃under 3% humidified hydrogen fuels and dry air [96]. In contrast, the polarization and 
ohmic resistances of Ni-430L anode catalyst are very high compared to SDC-430L anode 
catalyst [96]. Figure 2.10 shows I-P-V and Nyquist plots of infiltrated SDC-430L anode catalyst 
used in single MS-SOFC at different temperature. 
 
Figure 2.10: Electrochemical characteristics of a single cell measured at 650–800◦C: (a) I–P–V 
characteristics, (b) Impedance spectra [96] 
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     Based on Nyquist plot of infiltrated SDC-430L anode catalyst the polarization resistance 
dominates the cell performance. Stability measurement has been made at 650◦C for MS-SOFCs 
with infiltrated SDC-430L as anode catalyst [12]. Figure 2.11 displays the stability measurement 
of this cell, and the authors concluded that infiltrated SDC-430L as anode catalyst is more stable 
than infiltrated Ni-430L anode catalyst. This cell shows good stability, which means that by 
utilizing SDC as the anode, catalyst coarsening and interdiffusion problems can be addressed. 
 
Figure 2.11: Stability of the single cell with used infiltrated SDC-430L as anode 
catalyst measured at 650℃ [12]. 
 
     In comparison to infiltrated SDC-430L and Ni-430L anode catalysts, Ni-SDC-430L has 
shown higher MPDs at 600, 650,700, 750 and 800℃which are 0.4, 0.68, 0.92, 1.09 and 1.23 
W.cm−2, respectively [93].  Figure 2.12 shows MPD values of infiltrated Ni-SDC-430L as the 
anode catalyst in a single cell at different temperatures 
    
 Figure 2.12: I-P-V characteristic for infiltrated Ni-SDC-430L used in MS-SOFC[96]. 
 
Further, the polarization resistance values of Ni-SDC-430L has been determined by 
impedance spectra at 800, 750,700 and 650℃, ohieh nem 0.12, 0.13, 0.16 nad 0.22 Ω.cm2, 
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respectively. The ohmic resistance of infiltrated Ni-SDC-430L in single cell has been observed 
as close to polarization resistance values, which are 0.12, 0.15, 0.19 and 0.26 Ω.cm2 at 800, 
750, 700 and 650℃, respectively [97]. Hence, infiltrated Ni-SDC-430L as anode catalyst is 
characterized by  the polarization and ohmic resistances [97]; whereas, infiltrated Ni-430L [97] or 
SDC-430L [95] are characterized by mostly polarization resistance. Figure 2.13 shows a Nyquist plot 
of Ni-SDC-430L at different temperatures. 
 
 
   Figure 2.13: Impedance spectra for infiltrated Ni-SDC-430L used in MS-
SOFC [95]. 
 
     Although addition of YSZ or doped ceria can increase the performance of Ni cermet anode[6], 
another issue with the use of nickel is the coarsening of nickel particles during operation. For a 
MS-SOFC infiltrated with Ni-SDC during a durability test of 1,500 hours only 1.3%/1000-hour 
degradation was observed. However it can be seen in Figure 2.14 that after only 175 hours of 
operation there is significant change in the microstructure of the Ni-SDC anode [98]. Figure 2.14 
shows SEM image of anode structure before and after 175 hours operation. 
 
          Figure 2.14: SEM image of MS-SOFC with Ni-SDC as the functional anode. 





      Even though nickel has been very popular as an anode catalyst, due to its shortcomings other 
catalysts have also been investigated. A research group from Shanghai Institute of Ceramic-
Chinese Academy of Science [99-101], has reported anode materials which do not have nickel in 
them. A MS-SOFC with Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6−d (SFMO) as anode had an area specific resistance and 
MPr Wo 0.11 Ω.cm2 and 0.81 W.cm−2 at 800◦C, respectively, for a 16 wt% anode loading [100]. 
     Comparison between (SFMO)[100], La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.9Sc0.1O3−d(LSFSc) | YSZ[101] and 
La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.9Sc0.1O3−d | LSGM[99] can be drawn in terms of polarization resistance and MPD. It 
has been observed that (SFMO) has a lower polarization resistance than (LSFSc)| YSZ and 
LSFSc| La0.9Sr0.1Ga0.8Mg0.2O3−δ (LSGM), which are 0.11[100], 0.21[101] and 0.90[99] Ω.cm
2 
at 800℃, respectively; the MPD, intuitively, followed the inverse trend to that of area specific 
resistance, where it was highest for SFMO. Low performance with LSGM can be attributes to its 
low ionic conductivity compared to YSZ. To enhance the performance of LSFSc| LSGM system 
copper was added to the system [99]. nhm nemn vimeioie emvivlnaem emdeemd lW 0.58 Ω.cm2 and the 
MPD increased from 0.18 to 0.54 W.cm-2. As a comparison to Ni-SDC as anode, an area specific 
resistance of 0.096 Ω.cm2 has been reported [87]. 
In another study, comparison between Ni-GDC and ruthenium(Ru)-GDC has been made [102]. Ru-
GDC has a superior performance compared to Ni-GDC. Figure 2.15 shows polarization curves and 
Nyquist plots for the two samples.  
 
 
Figure 2.15: (a) Polarization curves and (b) Electrochemical impedance spectra of the Ru:GDC 
and the Ni:GDC infiltrated MS-SOFCs [102]. 
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     Bischof et al. [103] studied the effect of Ni-GDC anode microstructure, thickness and surface 
roughness, and reported that optimizing the microstructure can increase the MPD of the cell from 
0.9 to 1.25 W.cm-2 nl 700℃. naWlhme emleie Wo imeoWrmance is the redox stability, in [104] it was 
reported that Ni-GDC anode cermet exhibits a higher redox stability than Ni-YSZ.  
     As a concluding remark, Ni based anode remains one of the superior choices for anode material 
in SOFC. Michael tucker et al. [105] demonstrated this by using a Ni-SDC impregnated anode in 
MS-SOFC to assess the prospect of internal reforming of carbon containing fuel. For example, 
they reported that with ethanol/water blend and anhydrous ethanol, they observed a MPD of 1.0 
W.cm-2 and 1.4 W.cm-2, emvimelismtU, nl 700℃.  
 
2.2.3  The Choice of Electrolyte 
Electrolyte, is a critical component of SOFCs, and is responsible of conducting negative ions 
from cathode to anode to complete the circuit [32]. Requirements from an electrolyte are [1,6]: 
1. High oxygen ion conduction. 
2. Chemical and physical stability at high manufacturing and operating temperatures and 
in oxidizing and reducing atmospheres. 
3. Ability to sinter to a full density to avoid any fuel or oxidant crossover. 
4. Matching CTE to other cell components; however, mostly other component materials 
are developed for their CTE to match that of the electrolyte.  
The first requirement can only come through the use of an oxide material with oxygen vacancies 
which can be generated through creating stoichiometric imbalance by use of dopants, some 
common examples are that of yittrium stabilized zirconia (YSZ) and doped ceria [51, 60, 106, 
107]. 
 
     There are several types of electrolyte such as YSZ, Strontium-Magnesium doped-Lanthanum 
Gallate (LSGM), Scandia Stabilized Zirconia (ScYSZ), Gadolinium Doped Ceria (CGO) or 
Samarium Doped Cerium (SDC). Although there are a few choices, the selection of material is 
mainly governed by its ability to attain full density using either a sintering process or a thermal spray 
deposition process.  
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2.2.3.1   Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ) 
 
YSZ is the oldest and still one of the most common choices for electrolyte material because of its 
high oxygen ion conduction, insulation to electronic conduction and relatively lower cost [1, 32]. 
However, its ionic conductivity is lower than some other electrolyte materials, which leads to 
higher ohmic losses.  
     To decrease the ohmic resistance, the thickness of the electrolyte materials should be as thin as 
possible, so that it can have a lower resistance during operation. For example, with a 10 µm thick 
electrolyte, the area specific resistance at 800℃ena em nv tWo nv 0.05 Ω.cm2, compared to 0.75 
Ω.cm2 for a 150 µm thick YSZ electrolyte [1].  
     One of the key requirements, complete density of electrolyte, has been studied using two 
different processing routes, 1) use of thermal spray deposition and 2) high temperature sintering 
of electrolyte. Even though thermal spray deposition can be down at temperatures lower than that 
required for sintering, poor performance has been reported for electrolyte deposited through 
thermal spray deposition[43]. It has been reported that electrolyte deposited through plasma has 
a lower ionic conductivity than a sintered YSZ electrolyte [43]. The ionic conductivity of sintered 
YSZ was reported as 0.068 S.cm-1 compared to 0.021 S.cm-1 for plasma spray deposited YSZ 
[43]. Plasma spray deposition can also lead to increase in point defects, local hot spots and open 
pores, when a thick layer is deposited. In the same study [43] Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) plasma 
spray deposited YSZ was studied as a function of electrolyte thickness, where the OCV decreased 
with increasing thickness. This can be attributed to a higher ohmic resistance and also to the 
possibility of more local defects in thicker layers. As seen in Table 2.3, the leak through plasma 
deposited electrolytes increases with increasing thickness which signifies the presence of point 
defects leading to a low OCV. Figure 2.16 displays the OCV and power density results of cells 



















Figure 2.16: Open circuit voltage (OCV) and the power density (p) of different generations of 
cells tested under redox cycling Generation1    Generation 2     Generation3    [43] 
 
     Another work [60], reports similar results concluding that the OCV and MPD of cells with 
plasma spray deposited YSZ is lower than that of sintered YSZ. In [86], the power density and cell 













Thickness (µm)  65 ± 8 50 ± 6 40 ± 4  35 ± 4 
Leak rate (Pa.m/s)  5.2 ± 2.3 5.9 ± 0.9  5.6 ± 0.7  1.7 ± 0.2 
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1 V respectively. Figure 2.17 displays these results. 
Figure 2.17: Performance of MS-SOFC with YSZ electrolyte obtained by co-sintering [86]. 
 
     It appears that using sintering of YSZ can enhance the performance, however sintering has its 
own challenges. Particular to MS-SOFC is the sintering atmosphere. To protect the metal support 
from oxidation the sintering atmosphere should be either inert or reducing.  The OCV for co-
sintered YSZ under reducing atmosphere (5% H2/95% N2) at 1300℃has been recorded in multiple 
articles which have similar OCV values in the range of 1.0-1.12 V at 700℃ [46, 49, 51, 87, 88, 89, 
90, 98, 100, 108, 110]. Ia eWalenvl, na OtV Wo 0.96 V nl 823℃ iv emiWelmd oWe emttv ia ohieh 
thermal spray deposition was used for electrolyte [111]. The authors of [111] concluded that this low 
OCV was because of a high leak rate. In another work, Franco et. al. [112] reported that by optimizing 
the thickness and layers of electrolyte deposited using a physical vapor deposition (PVD) , the OCV of 
the cells range between 0.95-1.1V.   
 
2.2.3.2   Doped Ceria  
     Doped ceria is known for its mixed ionic electronic conducting nature which characterized by a 
higher conductivity than YSZ. The MIEC nature is attributed to the transition of cerium between +4 to 
+3 oxidation states [11]. This brings its own challenges of instability during sintering at high temperatures 
and chances of internal short-eieeeil nl WimenliWa neWsm 600℃ [11]. However, at intermediate operation 
temperature this transition of oxidation states can be reduced enhancing the cell life and performance 
[32]. The two common types of doped ceria used are gadolinium doped ceria (GDC) and samarium 
doped ceria (SDC). Although the concept of doped ceria is very attractive, it presents a challenge when 
co-sintered with metal support in MS-SOFCs. The sintering of MS-SOFC needs to be in an inert or 
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reducing atmosphere to avoid oxidation of metal support. High sintering temperature in a non-oxidizing 
atmosphere can lead to reduction of doped ceria, change of +4 oxidation state to +3 for ceria, which is 
coupled with crystal structure change which can induce physical stress and defects in the sintered 
samples [113].  
     One approach to mitigate or reduce the reduction of doped ceria is to reduce the sintering 
temperature for doped ceria. It has been reported that dopants, like copper, can act as sintering aid 
for doped ceria [114, 115, 116] effectively reducing the sintering temperature. Another way of 
avoiding high temperature sintering is the use of thermal spray deposition methods, such as Pulsed 
Laser Deposition (PLD), Magnetron Sputtering (MS) and Plasma Spray Deposition (PSD) which 
can fabricate ceria-based electrolyte at lower temperature [1]. In [116] the MPD of a MS-SOFC 
with a GDC electrolyte was reported to be 0.35 W.cm-2 nl 600℃; lhiv tWo MPr iv nlleieelmd to 
the possibility of electronic conduction through the electrolyte.  
For SDC, as shown in Figure 2.18, the measured open circuit voltage (OCV) is lower than the 
theoretical OCV [123].    
 
Figure 2.18: Theoretical open circuit voltage (Eth) and measured open circuit voltage V OCV 
over 450–600℃ [123]. 
 
     One way of reducing the conduction of electrons through electrolyte is the use of a barrier layer, which 
blocks the flow of electrons and only oxygen ions to pass through, on one side of the electrolyte. In [117, 
118] scandium stabilized zirconia (ScSZ) has been used as a barrier with SDC electrolyte. Figure 




Figure 2.19: comparison of OCV of cells with bi-layered ScSZ-SDC as electrolyte (OCV1) and 
cell with only SDC as electrolyte (OCV2); b) comparison of MPD of cell with bi-layered ScSZ-
SDC as electrolyte (MPD1) and cell with just SDC as electrolyte (MPD2) [117]. 
 
 
2.2.3.3       Scandia Yttria Stabilized Zirconia (ScYSZ) 
 
It is one of zirconia-based electrolyte mixed with yttria. In [59, 124, 125], the OCV of MS cell with 
ScYSZ as a co-sintered electrolyte was reported in the range of 1.1 to 1.13 V. 
     In a different study, in order to reduce or avoid the oxidation of metal substrate, Wang et al. [126] 
have used very low pressure plasma spraying (VLPPS) method to fabricate scandia-stabilized 
zirconia electrolyte. They have reported a MPD and OCV for this cell at 750◦C of 1112 mW.cm−2 
and 1.07 V, respectively. 
2.2.3.4    Strontium- and Magnesium-Doped Lanthanum Gallate (LSGM) 
     In comparison to YSZ and ScSz, LSGM has a higher ionic conductivity [11]; however, it has 
also been reported that LSGM reacts with chromia [119] and Ni-Fe alloys [120]. However, LSGM 
has been used as electrolyte because of its high oxygen ion conduction at low temperatures [41]. In 
[121] LSGM formed through plasma spray deposition exhibited an OCV and MPD of 1.0 V and 0.48 
W.cm-2, emvimelismtU, nl 750℃. Ia naWlhme vledU lhm MPr nad OtV oWe n LnGM mtmeleWtUlm emtt nl 
750℃was reported as 0. 716W.cm− 2 and 0.9881 V, respectively [122]. 
2.2.4 The Choice of Cathode 
 
The cathode is responsible for receiving electrons and oxygen, performing oxygen reduction and 
transporting reduced oxygen (oxygen ions) to the electrolyte. This requires a few qualities from the 
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cathode material: 
1. Electronic conduction to facilitate the incoming electrons.  
2. Activity towards oxygen reduction reaction 
3. Conduction for oxygen ions 
4. Chemical stability in different atmospheres, particularly in oxidizing atmosphere 
5. Chemical inertness towards electrolyte material 
     To provide functionality towards oxygen reduction and conduction it is intuitive that cathode 
material will be made from an oxide. Although there are many choices of cathode material, all of them 
face the same problem in their application in MS-SOFCs. As mentioned earlier, when co-sintering is 
employed to avoid oxidation of metal support the sintering needs to be done in a non-oxidizing 
atmosphere. Non-oxidizing atmosphere and high temperature can lead to reduction of metal oxides in 
the cathode material, thereby changing their crystal structure and chemical activity [6]. Another 
primary challenge with most cathode materials is their activity towards YSZ electrolyte [11]. It has 
been reported that LSM cathode can react with YSZ electrolyte at high temperatures to form insulating 
oxides like La2Zr2O7 and SrZrO3 [127].  nv dmveeiemd ia vmeliWa 2.3 “lhm ehWiem Wo emlnt veiiWel” 
chromium can form volatile compounds like CrO3 and CrO2(OH)2 that can transport into the 
cathode and react with the cathode material [128]. There are reports of use of a thin ceramic coating 
on metal support to reduce the formation and vaporization of chromium compounds [32, 129]. 
     As mentioned earlier, most cathode materials can react with YSZ electrolyte and form insulating 
phases leading to decreased performance. There are published reports of use of a thin barrier layer 
of GDC which can mitigate direct contact of YSZ with cathode material. In [112, 124, 133], GDC 
has been used as a diffusion barrier layer between YSZ, and Cobalt and Strontium containing 
cathode catalyst, such as LSCF and LSM. The GDC layer was applied through Physical Vapor 
Deposition (PVD) and spin coating. With a GDC diffusion barrier layer the ASR was recorded as 
0.27 Ω.cm2 at 650℃.  
     Cobalt content in itself also has effect on the performance of cathodes [137, 138]. For example, 
it is reported that a cobalt content of 40 mole % in the base crystal structure leads to lower ASR. 
Cobalt higher than 40% can lead to increased ASR and also the formation of insulating cobalt 
phases when in contact with YSZ.  
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     To bypass the degradation caused by reaction of YSZ with lanthanum, cobalt and strontium, 
Zhan et al. [49] used oxide of bismuth-erbium and sliver (ESB-Ag) composite. For this MS-SOFC 
they reported an ASR of 0.09 Ω.cm2 and MPD of 0.568 W.cm−2 at 750℃. In [108], ESB-Ag was 
screen printed on a YSZ and a scandia stabilized zirconia (SSZ) electrolytes; it was reported that cell with SSZ 
shows a lower ASR of 0.07 Ω.cm2 and a higher MPD of 1.55 W.cm-2 nl 750 ℃, eWeinemd lW lhm emtt oilh YnZ 
as electrolyte for which the ASR was 0.10 Ω.cm2 and MPD was 1.3 W.cm-2 nl 750℃.   
     In another approach to mitigate the reaction between cobalt and YSZ, cobalt was replaced with chromium 
[6,139] in the form of La0.8Sr0.2Cr1−xMnxO3−δ (LSCrM). In these studies the chromium content was 
varied between 0 and 80 mol%. In the same work LSCrM and ruthenium (5mol%) as a cathode 
composite were also studied.  Table 2.4 shows the comparison of cathodes containing varying 
content of chromium  






There are two approaches to incorporate cathode in a MS-SOFC; sintering cathode on the cell and 
infiltrating cathode in a porous cathode scaffold which is sintered with rest of the cell. 
2.2.4.1    Cathode Sintering 
 
     Cathode sintering is when a stand-alone layer of cathode is sintered to bond with the rest of the 
cells. As discussed earlier, in the case of MS-SOFCs, this brings about many challenges, for instance 
high temperature of sintering in oxidizing atmosphere can lead to undesired oxidation of metal 
support. A possible solution is to use cathode materials which can be sintered at low temperatures, 
emtWo 1000℃ [41]. This limitation can reduce the choice of cathode materials that can be used. Poor 
cathode performance in term of polarizatiWa (nnR Wo 0.25 Ω.cm2) was reported for metal supported 
cell with LSCF cathode when sintered below 1000◦C to avoid excessive oxidation of the metal 
support surface [130]. In comparison to LSCF, when LaNi0.6Fe0.4O3 (LNF) cathode was sintered at 
Cathode nnR (Ω.cm2) (sin- 
tered in N2 ) 
nnR (Ω ·cm2) (sin- 
tered in air) 
LSM ∼ 5.0 ∼ 0.1 
La0.8Sr0.2Cr0.2Mn0.8O3−d ∼ 2.5 ∼ 4.5 
La0.8Sr0.2Cr0.5Mn0.5O3−d ∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.2 
La0.8Sr0.2Cr0.8Mn0.2O3−d ∼ 3.16 ∼ 0.23 
La0.8Sr0.2Cr0.45Mn0.5O3−d/Ru
0.05 
∼ 0.2 ∼ 0.15 
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1000℃a better performance was reported, with a MPD of 1.56 W.cm−2 800◦C [41,131]. 
There are two types of cathode sintering which are in-situ sintering and ex-situ sintering. 
2.2.4.1.1 In-Situ Sintering 
 
     In-situ sintering means that the cathode is sintered during cell testing process. This facilitates the 
sintering of cathode at somewhat high temperatures (800-1000℃) ia Wxidiziae nleWvihmem nv lhm 
cathode is sealed away from the metal support (given the metal support is on the anode side). There 
are many research published on the use of in-situ sintering for cathode material [48, 59, 124, 132, 
133]. In [48] a comparison is made between LSCF, LSCF/GDC, LSC and LSC/GDC when the 
cathode was in-vile vialmemd nl 850℃. Ia lhiv nelietm il onv emiWelmd lhnl Lnt/Grt hnv lhm highest 
performance followed by LSC > LSCF/GDC > LSCF. However, the authors of the article also 
reported that LSC/GDC has a high CTE, 18.6 ppm.K-1, compared to other cell components which 
can lead to cell warping and layer delamination. In another study, the long term performance and 
electrochemical properties of in-situ sintered (SmBa0.5Sr0.5Co2O5+δ 50 wt% of (SBSCO)/ 
Ce0.9Gd0.1O2−δ 50 wt% of (CGO91)) (SBSCO:50) as cathode composite was reported by Irvine et 
al.[134].  They report that by in-vile vialmeiae lhm enlhWdm nl 750℃ iavlmnd Wo 700℃ lhm 
ASR can be decreased from 0.031 Ω.cm2 to 0.014 Ω.cm2. Figure 2.20 shows the ASR of 
SBSCO versus time for different in-situ sintering temperatures (650,700,750℃). 
 
Figure 2.20: ASRs of in-situ SBSCO cathode measured at various temperatures (650, 700 and 






     In a different study, Bae et al. [135] have compared in-situ sintered SBSC50 and 
Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−d (BSCF) cathodes. They found that the presence of barium can enhance the 
sinterability and lower the required sintering temperature. They report that BSCF shows a higher 
nnR Wo 0.05 Ω.cm2 compared lW nBnt50 (nnR Wo 0.02 Ω.cm2). In [136], different cathode materials 
(LSM, LSF, LSCF, SSC40, BSCF and SBSC50) are compared to electrolyte-cathode adhesion for 
in-vile vialmeiae emtWo 900℃. nhmU emiWelmd lhnl emtWo 900℃, nBSC50 and BSCF have the highest 
adhesion compared to other cathodes. In [154], the cathode, Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3−δ (BSCF)/GDC 
was screen printed on a dense ScSZ /NiO-ScSZ anode assembly, and a MPD at 750◦C of 1.0 W.cm−2 
was reported. 
 
2.2.4.1.2 Ex-Situ Sintering 
 
     In this type of sintering, the cathode layer is sintered prior to testing to enhance the adhesion 
between cathode and electrolyte. The sintering atmosphere is chosen to be inert (argon) to avoid 
oxidation of the metal support. There are reports of ex-situ sintered cathode MS-SOFC in literature 
[140, 141, 142, 143]. Since the sintering is done in inert atmosphere, there is a possibility for the 
cathode material to change its structure when exposed to ambient (oxidizing atmosphere) after 
sintering. Menzler et al. [143] shows a comparison of LSCF, LSC, LSF and 
La0.58Sr0.4CoO3−δ/Ce0.8Gd0.2O2−δ(LSC/GDC), in  terms of their performance and stability. They 
reported that all cathode materials show poor stability when exposed to ambient atmosphere after 
sintering except for LSC/GDC which can be stored for up to 2 days without any apparent physical 
degradation. Another study by Udomsilp et al. [140] also reported that between LSCF and LSC, 
LSCF shows more stability when exposed to ambient atmosphere after ex-situ sintering in argon.  
     Brama et al. [141] also conducted a study to assess the effect of ex-situ sintering on the adhesion and 
performance of LSCF cathodes. Figure 2.21 shows the IVP curve for their sample at different temperatures.  In 
this figure, the current density was measured at temperatures between 655 and 858°C for ex-situ sintered LSCF; 




Figure 2.21: I/V-curves and resulting power density of an MSC with ex-situ sintered LSCF 
cathode at different operating temperatures [141] 
2.2.4.2    Cathode Infiltration 
 
     In cathode infiltration, a porous cathode scaffold is infiltrated with a cathode catalyst solution 
prior to testing. The porous scaffold is sintered at the same time of the electrolyte/anode assembly 
in reduced or inert atmosphere. Using this approach, the sintering of cathode and related issues can 
be avoided [41]. This approach also leads to a dispersion of small catalyst particles throughout the 
porous scaffold structure which mitigates the physical strain put on a cell due to mismatch in CTE 
of standalone layers. The catalyst solution can be an aqueous salt solution of catalyst or a molted 
salt of the catalyst. Once infiltrated it can be thermally decomposed to form the required catalyst 
[144]. There are several reports dealing with this approach, most of these are discussed briefly 
below. 
     In [97], for the cathode, La0.6Sr0.4Fe0.9Sc0.1O3-δ (LSFSc) is infiltrated in a YSZ scaffold; the mass 
loading of LSFSc was optimized by measuring the polarization resistance. Figure 2.22 shows the 
variation in polarization resistance with the mass loading of LSFSc. It can be seen that 30 wt% 
loading is an optimum point.  
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Figure 2.22: the polarization resistance for different loading percentage of infiltrated LSFSc [97]. 
 
     In another study, comparison between LSC, LSCF and SmBa0.5 Sr0.5 Co2.0 O5+δ (SBSC) was made 
when these cathodes were infiltrated in a (ZrO2)0.89(Sc2O3)0.1(CeO2)0.01(SSZ) porous cathode scaffold 
[145]. Figure 2.23 shows the polarization resistance of these cathodes, in which SBSC shows the lowest 
polarization. Low polarization of SBSC is attributed to its large capacity for surface 
adsorption/desorption of oxygen [146]. LSC-SSZ has a lower polarization resistance than LSCF-SSZ; 
this is due to high electronic and ionic conductivity of LSC at 800°C [147]. 
 






     In another study on the MPD and combined polarization resistance for MS-SOFC, SBSC 
infiltrated in SSZ porous cathode has been reported [148]. Figure 2.24 shows the MPD and 
impedance spectra for a single cell. 
 
 
Figure 2.24: I–P–V characteristics, b Impedance spectra at different operating temperature from 
550 to 700◦C [148]. 
 
     Zhan et al. [51] have used Sm0.5Sr0.5CoO3 (SSC) SSC as cathode catalyst and porous YSZ as 
scaffold with single cell (MS-SOFC), ; they reported a MPD and ASR/polarization resistances at 
750◦C of 0.38 W.cm−2 and 2.28 Ω.cm2, respectively. Compared to the MPD and ASR of SSC, it has 
been reported that LSFSc shows higher MPD and lower ASR at 750°C, which are 1.09 W.cm−2 and 
.037 Ω.cm2. However, LSFSc shows higher ASR at 650◦C which is 0.155 Ω.cm2 [87]. In contrast 
with LSFSc [87] (single cathode cell), in [95], it has been recorded that LSFSc (single cathode cell) 
has lower MPD at 750°C than LSFSc (symmetrical cathode cell); which is 0.636 W.cm−2, also it 
has lower ASR at 650°C compared to LSFSc (symmetrical cathode cell) which is 0.16 Ω.cm2.  
     Sr2Fe1.5Mo0.5O6-d (SFMO) as an infiltrated cathode has also been reported [109, 149]. In [109] the 
nnR nad MPr Wo lhm emtt onv emiWelmd nv 0.09 Ω.cm2 and 0.56 W.cm-2 nl 750℃, emvimelismtU. Ia [149] 
lhm nnR nad MPr Wo lhm emtt omem nv 0.1 Ω.cm2 and 0.136 W.cm-2 nl 750℃, emvimelismtU.   
     In [148], SBSCo, as cathode, was infiltrated in a SSZ porous cathode scaffold with a SSZ electrolyte. 
This cell showed a MPD of 1.25 W.cm−2 nl 700℃. Ia another study, a symmetrical cell with SBSCo 
infiltrated on both sides in a LSGM porous scaffold, and with LSGM electrolyte was investigated; after 
SBSCo infiltration the cell onv enteiamd nl 850℃.  This cell showed a MPD of 1.5 W.cm-2 nl 600℃ 
[150]. The higher performance than the cell in [148] is attributed to the use of LSGM as the porous 
electrode scaffold for both anode and cathode sides for cathode and anode impregnation.  
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     Tucker et al. [151] have made a comparison of 5 different material categories for cathode including 
perovskites, nickelates, praseodymium oxide, binary layered composites, and ternary layered 
composites. Similarly, they have also reported results on the loading of nickel-SDC as the anode 
catalyst. In all their cells, they have used either 10Sc1CeSZ or YSZ as the electrolyte. In conclusion, 
they report that with Ni-SDC (40wt% nickel) and praseo-dymium oxide (PrOx) shows the highest 
imeoWeenaem ia lmeev Wo iWome dmavilU. nl 700℃ emttv oilh Ni-SDC as anode and PrOx as cathode 
had a power density of 1.34 W.cm−2 when YSZ was the electrolyte and 1.56 W.cm−2 when SCSZ 
was the electrolyte. In continuation of this work, Tucker et al. have published a degradation study 
for cells containing Pr6O11 as the cathode catalyst and Ni-SDC as the anode [152]. They report that 
for these cells, coarsening of Pr6O11 particles and Cr poisoning of Pr6O11 (their structure has metal 
support on both anode and cathode side) are the primary degradation mechanisms. A degradation 
rate of 2.3%.kh-1 was reported. 
     In another study, Tucker [153] has conducted a study on using MS-SOFC for delivering power 
to a microelectronic LED driver and voltage boost circuits. In this study, he used 5 MS-SOFCs 
stacks. La0.15Sr0.85MnO3−d(LSM) has been infiltrated into porous YSZ scaffold. The MPD of this 5 
stacks system has been recorded as 156 mW.cm−2. 
In conclusion, table 2.5 shows brief summary of cathode literate review 
    Table 2.5: Brief summary of cathode literate review [ 49, 133, 136, 143,148] 
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Chapter 3 Experimental Methodology and Equipment  
     In this chapter, the experimental procedures and approaches used in this thesis are presented in 
detail. This chapter comprises two main parts. In the first part, the fabrication method and the 
materials used for MS-SOFC fabrication are described; in addition, devices and techniques (co-
sintering, XRD, SEM and electrochemical testing station) are also presented.  The second part deals 
with the fabrication procedure of individual components, specifically, metal support, electrolyte, 
anode and cathode layers. 
 
 3.1     Experimental Approach, Devices and Methods Used for MS-
SOFC 
     The first step was linked to the choice of metal support material which must be compatible with 
other cell components, especially the electrolyte. In this study, YSZ has been selected as the 
electrolyte with 430L stainless steel as the metal support because it has been seen that both are 
compatible with each other. In the second step, in order to avoid agglomeration and cracks on tape 
casted components (typically, electrodes, electrolyte, metal support), the tape casting procedure has 
been tuned by careful formulation of casting slurries. In the third step, to avoid cell warping and 
cracking during co-sintering and ex-situ sintering, particular attention was given to the tuning of co-
sintering and ex-situ sintering temperature profiles, which are used for half MS-SOFC and cathode, 
respectively. Tuning of those sintering profiles was done by understating the shrinkage behavior of 
all cell components. In the fourth step, in order to have sufficient cathode infiltration for cathode 
catalyst, the porosity of ceramic structure; which acts as scaffold for cathode catalyst infiltration, 
has been formulated by comparing different percentage of porosity. The last step was linked to cell 





3.1.1 Tape Caster 
 
     A tape caster has been used to spread a liquid suspension slurry as a flat form by using a doctor 
blade; the thickness of the tape cast has been adjusted via a doctor blade depending on the type of 
a suspension slurry and desired tape cast thickness.  Figure 3.1 shows the tape caster used in this 
work with the doctor blade. Then, the casted slurry was dried at room temperature, until it was 
converted to solid state. Five types of slurries have been prepared for tape casting in order to 
fabricate a single cell: 1) 430L stainless steel support, 2) YSZ electrolyte, 3) porous YSZ, 4) anode 
transition and 5) cathode transition. The slurries preparation and tape casting procedures are 














     Co-sintering was carried out in a tubular furnace (MTI GSL-1500X tubular furnace) under 
controlled atmosphere. Co-sintering was used to shrink and densify dried tape casts by applying 
thermal energy. In other words, co-sintering was utilized to obtain solid layers for MS-SOFC half-
cell structure, consisting of MS layer, transition layer and YSZ electrolyte. Two main types of half-
cell structures have been co-sintered at 1325℃ in reducing atmosphere (5%H2/95%Ar). The 
difference between the two structure types is in the design of the cathode; in structure 1, a stand-
alone cathode layer is deposited on the sintered half-cell, whereas in structure 2, a porous scaffold 
layer is co-sintered with the half-cell prior to impregnation of active cathode materials (more details 
are provided in section 3.2.2). After co-sintering of MS-SOFC half-cell for cell structure 1, LSCF as 
cathode layer is deposited and sintered on MS-SOFC half-cell at 1100℃ in inert atmosphere. Details 
of the co-sintering procedure is provided in section 3.2. 
 
3.1.3 X-ray Diffraction 
 
     X-ray diffraction has been utilized to determine crystal type and crystal lattice parameters for 
ceramic and perovskite or any kind of materials used in this work. It has also been used to measure 
crystal size of these materials. A Bruker D8 Focus X- Ray diffractometer, located in the Chemical 
Engineering Department at the University of Waterloo, was used. The powder of SBSCo, used as 
cathode catalyst was prepared for x-ray diffraction analysis, then the powder has been placed and 
distributed as smooth and flat surface in the sample holder before placing it on the sample holder tray. 
8 samples can be loaded simultaneously in this tray, and this tray is connected to the X-ray diffraction 
device. 40 kV and 40 mA have been selected as a voltage and a current, respectively. CuKα radiation 
with a wavelength (γ) of 1.5425 A has been utilized. Furthermore, the rotation angle for the sample 
hWtdme hnv emma vml oWe 2ϴ values in the range 20-90. Peak positions and crystal structure have been 





3.1.4   Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 
     SEM device has been used to scan the microstructure of some MS-SOFC half-cells before and 
after electrochemical tests. Energy- Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy (EDX) has also been utilized to 
analyze element inside single and half cells or to analyze the chemical characterization of MS-SOFC 
single and half cells. A SEM LEO 1530, SEM ZEiss Ultra Plus and ESEM, located at the Waterloo 
Advanced Technology Lab (WATLAB), have been utilized for SEM and EDX analysis. Sputtering 
equipment; which is also existed at WATLAB was used to coat MS-SOFC half and single cells with 
a 10nm thin gold layer. SEM images of various magnifications have been taken by Secondary 
Electrons (SE) and Back Scattered Electrons (BSE). 
 
3.1.5   Electrochemical Testing 
 
3.1.5.1  Assembly for MS-SOFCs 
     Electrochemical tests were carried out in a Fiaxell Open FlangesTM test setup, shown in Figure 3.2. 
Figure 3.2a represents how the assembly looks like when positioned on a furnace (with the cell in the 
bottom). Figure 3.2b shows the cell assembly when installing/removing the cell (the whole setup needs to 












                                        Figure 3.2: SOFC testing station 
 
     First, the diffuser (Figure 3.2c) is inserted  in the main tube (fuel feed at anode side) and nickel rod 
(current collector) in the ceramic tube. Then a piece of nickel foam of similar size as the cell is punched, 
lUiienttU 5/8” We 15.88 ee ia dinemlme. nhm aiekel foam is then placed in the center of the diffuser, and 
the cell is placed on top of the nickel foam (as seen in Figure 3.2d); scotch tape (to be burned out during 
heating up) was used to attach them together. Then an alumina-silica felt has been punched with a hole size 
of 11.11mm (about the size of the cathode) and placed on the top of cell set. Next, gold mesh has been used 
and with similar cathode diameter to cover the cathode, so it can easily contact with the cathode. A small 




















assembly. Then, in order to ensure electrical insulation, a second alumina silica felt is placed on top of the 
first alumina silica felt and gold mesh/current collector. Finally, the set-up is closed with the upper flange, 
and tight together using a spring system composed of threaded rods, washers, springs and nuts.  The springs 
are compressed by around 2 mm from their rest position, which is checked using a Vernier caliper. After 
that, the set-up is placed in the opened furnace, followed by connecting, using silicon tubes, the air and fuel 
inlets to the gas manifold system used to supply air, hydrogen and argon.  In order to run the furnace, a 
blue security plug must be inserted to the female socket which is behind the kiln. Figure 3.3 shows the test 




                             Figure 3.3 The test assembly with gas manifold inside the fumehood. 
 
     For MS-SOFC, during heating up of the setup to the desired temperature (e.g. 750℃), a reducing gas 
must be supplied at the anode side to prevent oxidation of the metal support. The reducing gas used here is 
a 5%H2, balanced argon gas mixture. This gas mixture, during preheating is further diluted with argon, the 
flow rate of each being typically 50 mL/min for the gas mixture and 100 mL/min for pure argon. Calibration 
of each flowmeters can be found in Appendix. Then, snoop leak detector is used systematically to check if 
there is any leakage before starting to heat up the furnace. The cell thermocouple probe is connected to a 
digital temperature reader, and the set-up shell is connected to the ground by using a clamp to isolate the 
set-up shell from both the anode and cathode. Then, the temperature controller is turn on. The temperature 
Argon line 
Flow meters  
Flow meter controller  
Air line connected to test station  
Furnace 
Fuel line connected to test 
station 
Testing assembly  
Hydrogen line  
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profile which has been used for cell analysis is shown in Table 3.1 below. 
 
Table 3.1 – Temperature profile to heat up the test setup to the desired temperature (here 750C) and to 









      When the temperature has reached the desired temperature (here 750℃) the 5%H2/Ar gas mixture 
is switched to pure H2 and the experiment is ready for measuring the OCV, polarization curve and EIS 
curve using a biologic potentiostat (CML-SP-150-2), after proper connection of the electrical wire to the 
anode and cathode sides.  
 
3.1.5.2   Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
      Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is used to measure polarization and Ohmic resistances 
for the cells tested. Grain boundary and grain interior are two various paths through which current 
can pass into the electrolyte. Because these mechanisms are different, various resistances are shown by 
these mechanisms due to their various time constants.  The resistances of these two mechanisms can be 
distinguished when AC voltage bias with different frequencies are utilized. Equation 3.1[6, 11] expresses 
the relation between actual voltage signal and angular frequency 
         El = Eo via(ωl) (3.1) 
Where El is the actual voltage signal, Eo iv lhm vml sWtlnem einv, l iv lhm liem, nad ω iv lhm naeetne 
oemqemaeU ohieh iv mqent lW 2πo. 
Equation 3.2 [6, 11] shows the actual current passing through the sample, when an AC voltage bias is 
applied. 
        Il = Io sin(ωt + φ) (3.2) 
where Il is the actual passing current through the sample, Io is the output current signal, and φ is the 
Temperature (℃) Ramping rate (℃/hr) 
(duration) 
Dwell (hr) 
400 (from room temperature, 
25℃) 
120℃/hr (~3.20 hr) 0 
750 200℃/hr (1.45 hr) as desired 
Cooling down to 450℃ 300℃/hr (0.50) 0 
Cooling down to room 
temperature (25℃) 





     Equation 3.3 [6] shows the definition of the impedance of the system in the time domain, Z, expressed 
as the actual voltage signal divided by the actual current passing through the sample. 
               E l                                    
                                                                    Z =                                                     (3.3) 
                                                                         Il 
                                   
Equation 3.4 shows the impedance, Z, when expressed as complex number in the frequency domain 
[11,155] 
 
                              Z = |Z| exp jφ = |Z| eWv(φ) + j|Z| via(φ) = Zl + Zll
                        
(3.4)  
 
where Zl is the real part of the impedance and Zll
 
is the imaginary part. 
 
      In order to represent impedance, the Nyquist and Bode plots are used, as seen in Figure 3.4, 
where the real and imaginary parts of the impedance are represented in Nyquist plot (Figure 3.4a), 
and where the phase angle and impedance module are represented in the bode plot as a function of 
the frequency (Figure 3.4b). 
            Figure 3.4: (A) Nyquist diagram and (B) Bode diagram of a SOFC [11,155,156] 
 
 Area Specific Resistance (ASR), ohmic resistance and polarization resistance can be identified 
from the Nyquist plot.  In this work, the ASR is defined as the surface area of current collector. 
Equation 3.5 shows the ASR formula.  
                                                   ASR (Ω.cm2) = (Rs+RP)*A                                             (3.5) 
     where Rs is the polarization resistance (which can be obtained from EIS, as seen later in this 




     The ohmic resistance, which is the potential loss incurred due to resistance to transport of charge 
in the system, can comprise the resistance to ions travelling through electrolyte and electrons 
travelling through current collectors and interconnect. Polarization resistance is associated with 
activation of electrochemical reactions taking place at the electrodes. The activation barrier to these 
reactions is in turn dependent on the reaction kinetics and the activity of the catalyst. [5,6]. 
     The Nyquist plot shows different semicircles, and all these semicircles represent various 
conduction mechanisms in the cell such as electrolyte resistance, charge transfer and electrode 
polarization. The resistance values are represented at the x-intercepts. EC-LabV11.20 and Z sim 
software were utilized for the EIS analysis. 
     For example, the Nyquist plot shown in Figure 3.2A displays two semi-circles; which represent 
the total polarization resistance Rp= R1+R2 at low frequency and high frequency spectra.  Whereas, 
at the end of the high frequency spectra ohmic resistance is represented by Rs. In order to measure 
the ohmic and polarization resistances, an equivalent electrical circuit model, which involves 
inductor (L), resistor (R) and capacitor (C), is utilized. Figure 3.5 shows the equivalent circuit that 
was selected in this study to fit into impedance spectra for measuring resistances.   
                       Figure 3.5 Equivalent circuit used in the present work  
In this study, because we are using a 2-electrode system, the polarization resistance Rp ; which is 
measured over the full cell represents the combined impacts of both anode and cathode processes. 
 
3.2   Experimental Procedure 
 
     In this part, chemical preparation and experimental procedure for making half-cells and then 
single cells are presented in detail. Different procedures and chemical compositions have been 
utilized to prepare metal transition layer, dense YSZ electrolyte, porous YSZ cathode scaffold, and 
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cathode transition layer, not only because the different layers have different compositions, but also 
because YSZ has lower density particles (6.1 g/cm2) than metal support particles (7.7 g/cm2). 
Regarding the last point, because of the higher density of metal support particles, the sedimentation 
problem when metal particles are present can easily occur, but this issue has been resolved as 
described in the subsequent sections. 
 
3.2.1 Selection of Half MS-SOFC Materials 
 
     The MS-SOFC half-cell is composed essentially of the metal support layer, the anode layer and the 
electrolyte layer, with eventually some transition layers in between. For the electrolyte, YSZ has been 
chosen because it can sinter at high temperature in reducing atmosphere. In conventional SOFC, 
high temperature sintering is done in air, but here reducing atmosphere is necessary when using 
metal support to prevent metal oxidation.  
In this thesis, SS-430L has been selected as metal support based on shrinkage behavior and 
compatibility with YSZ [6].  
 
3.2.2 Configurations of the Half-cell Structures 
 
     Two cell structures have been considered in this work, as seen in Figure 3.6, the main difference 
between the two being the design of the cathode. Structure 1 consists of a stand-alone cathode 
deposited on the half-cell (Figure 3.6a), whereas structure 2 consists of a porous cathode scaffold co-
sintered with the half-cell, followed by impregnation of the active cathode material.  
The half-cell structure #1, is composed of four layers which are 1) the porous metal support layer, 2) 
metal transition layer which is used to provide a smooth transition from metal support to YSZ, 3) 
dense YSZ electrolyte layer, and 4) cathode transition layer.  
In the half-cell structure #2, the first 3 layers are the same and the difference is the use of a YSZ 
cathode scaffold instead of a cathode transition layer which is used to increase the Triplee Phase 




Figure 3.6: (a) Cell structure 1: Stand-alone cathode layer; (b) Cell structure 2: 
Porous infiltrated cathode scaffold 
 
3.2.3 Slurry Preparation for Tape Casting of Half MS-SOFC 
 
3.2.3.1   Slurry for Metal Support Layer:  
Acetonitrile and Polyethylene Oxide (PEO) have been selected as solvent and binder, 
respectively, for preparing the metal support slurries. Due to the high density of SS-430L powder 
which can precipitate easily, one of the advantages found in acetonitrile and PEO when they are 
mixed together as solution is the control of SS-430L sedimentation. 5 g of PEO are added to 70 g of 
acetonitrile, and ball milled (20/100 rotating speed) for 24 hours to become a viscous solution. This 
viscous solution is referred as “MS-PemtieianeU vteeeU”. nolme lhnl, 12 eenev of MS-Preliminary 
Slurry is poured to a 100 ml-vial, next 7.2 grams of SS-430L is added to 12 grams of MS-Preliminary 
Slurry; those amounts were chosen because not only no particles agglomeration were observed in the 
slurry, but also no cracks were observed on the dried tape casted sheet [6]. Thereafter, the mixture 
is mixed by using a vortex mixer (VWR, Analog Vortex Mixture Canada) at maximum speed (10) 
because of the high mixturm’v siveWvilU. Ia Wedme lW nehimsm veooieimal iWeWvilU Wo lhm emlnt veiiWel 
(in the vicinity of 40%) for allowing enough fuel gas diffusion, Poly(methyl methacrylate), PMMA, 
has been used as an organic pore former in this study and added to the above mixture; a PMMA/SS-
430L mass ratio of 0.125 was chosen based on [6], where a final MS support layer porosity around 
40% is achieved under those conditions (this correspond to a PMMA mass of 0.9 g). In order to 
avoid the agglomeration of PMMA particles in the slurry, PMMA is added to the slurry while the 
slurry is mixed on the vortex mixer; it is important that the slurry remains vibrating on the vortex 
mixer while adding PMMA. Finally, because of the small loss of PMMA during the procedure, an 
initial mass of 1 g of PMMA is used (instead of 0.9g). Table 3.2 summarize the amounts used and 
(a) (b) 
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corresponding mass percentage of the metal support (SS-430L) slurry used in this study. 





3.2.3.2   Slurry for Ceramic Layers: 
     In this study, ethanol and toluene, Poly Vinyl Butyral (PVB), Santicizer S-160, Hypermer KD-1 
have been utilized as solvents, binder, plasticizer and dispersant, respectively, to prepare the transition 
layer slurry, the dense YSZ electrolyte slurry, and the porous YSZ slurry. The chemical compositions 
of those slurries were chosen based on optimal slurry compositions studied in [6]. It was necessary 
to prepare two types of slurry, one is a preliminary slurry common to all layers and the second is a 
base slurry whose composition depends on the layer. The reason is the binder (PVB) and plasticizer 
(Santicizer S-160) can form particle agglomeration if mixed directly with the base slurry. 
     All the above-mentioned slurries are based on the same preliminary slurry, referred here as 
“emeneie iemtieianeU vteeeU”. nhm emeneie iemtieianeU vteeeU iv ieWdeemd eU eixiae 38.4 e Wo 
ethanol, 60.36 g of toluene, 81.96 g of santicizer, and 43.8 g of PVB, and then ball milled for 24 
hours. The preliminary ceramic slurry composition is shown in table 3.3. 
                   Table 3.3: Composition of the ceramic preliminary slurry  
Component Mass (g) wt % 
PVB(Polyvinyl butyral) 43.80 19.508 
Sanitizer 160 81.96 36.504 
Ethanol 38.40 17.103 
Toluene 60.36 26.884 
 
      Specific base slurries for each ceramic layer were prepared. Those base slurries contain ethanol, 
toluene, Hypermer KD-1, and base powders (YSZ, SS-430L, PMMA, LSCF). The differences 
between the different ceramic layer slurry compositions resides on the different base powder 
composition. For all base slurries, 1.15 g of ethanol, 1.68 g of toluene are mixed with 0.168 g of 
Hypermer KD-1 using the vortex mixture until achieving a homogeneous solution. Then, the base 
Component Mass (g) wt% 
MS-preliminary slurry 12 59.70 
SS-430L 7.2 35.82 
PMMA .9 4.48 
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powders of the desired materials (with the exception of PMMA) are added to this solution using the 
vortex mixer (at maximum speed). The resulting base slurry is ball milled for 24 hours. In this thesis, 
8 g of YSZ powder was used as base powder for the dense YSZ electrolyte slurry. In term of metal 
transition slurry, 3.75 g of stainless steel (SS-430L) and 3.75 g of YSZ were used as base powder. For 
porous YSZ slurry, 7.5 grams of YSZ was used as base powder. For the cathode transition slurry, 
7.125 g of YSZ and 0.05 g of LSCF have been used as base powder.  
      Thereafter, 3 grams of ceramic preliminary slurry is added to the base slurry, and ball milled 
together for 24 hours. PMMA is not added during the 24-hour ball milling step as it would 
agglomerate; instead, it is added to the slurry just before tape casting. The amount of PMMA added 
is such that the mass ratio of PMMA/(YSZ+SS-430L) is 0.2 for the anode transition slurry, and the 
mass ratio of PMMA/YSZ is 0.35 for the porous YSZ slurry. The  base powder slurry compositions 
for the different layers are shown in table 3.4. 
  

































Ethanol 1.15 9.59 1.15 11.3 1.15 8.77 1.15 10.46 




.168 1.4 .168 1.66 .168 1.28 .168 1.53 
PMMA 1.5 12.5 -  2.62 19.98 -  
SS-430L 3.75 31.3 -  -  -  
YSZ 3.75 31.3 7.125 70.1 7.5 57.21 8 72.79 
LSCF -  .05 .49 -  -  
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3.2.4 Tape Casting and Co-Sintering Procedure for the MS-SOFC Half-Cell 
 
3.2.4.1   Tape Casting: 
To degas any air bubbles that may be in the slurries, all slurries vials are left open for a minute at 
room temperature in air atmosphere before tape casting. 
 
The procedure for tape casting is as follows: 
 Open the cover of the MTI tape caster and turn on the vacuum pump. 
 Place the silicon coated mylar sheet (tape casting substrate) on the vacuum bed. 
 Insert the slot die head (without forgetting to attach the springs) and adjust the gap to the 
desired value of tape thickness using the micrometer heads. The thickness of the tape has been 













                                       a From [6] 
                                       b Determined from trial and error in the present work 
 
 PeWemmd oilh lnim envliae (“eea” eellWa) nolme vmlliae ei lhm vimmd lW 016. 
 After the tape casting process, the casted slurries are left at room temperature for 20 
minutes until the casted slurry becomes dried.  
 Remove the casted tape from the vacuum bed and, using a 20 mm diameter punch set with 
hammer, punched out disks. Repeat for each layer: metal support layer, transition layer, 
porous layer, and electrolyte layer. 
 
 
Slurry Casting thickness (µm) 
Metal support 750a 
50/50 MS/YSZ anode transition layer 350a 
Dense YSZ for electrolyte 175a 
LSFC/YSZ cathode transition 150b 
Porous YSZ 400b 
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3.2.4.2   Co-Sintering: 
     Before co-sintering the MS-SOFC half-cell, the layers are pressed together using a molding die set 
(20 mm diameter cylindrical shape) and a hydraulic press at 11 metric ton for 5 minutes. Both cell 
vleeeleemv oWttWomd lhm vnem ieWemdeem.  nhm “vlnad-ntWam enlhWdm tnUme” vleeeleem eWavivlv Wo 5 
disks of metal support, 1 disk of 50/50 SS-430L/YSZ anode metal transition, 1 disk of dense YSZ 
mtmeleWtUlm, nad 1 divt Wo 95/5 YnZ/LntF enlhWdm lenaviliWa tnUme. nhm “iWeWev iaoitlenlmd enlhWdm 
venooWtd” structure consists of 5 disks of metal support, 1 disk 50/50 SS-430L/YSZ anode transition, 
1 disk of dense YSZ electrolyte, and 1 disk of porous YSZ cathode scaffold. 
     The cells of both structures are co-sintered at 1325℃ for 2 hours in reducing atmosphere (5% 
H2/95% Ar) in a MTI GSL-1500X tube furnace. The co-sintering profile for these structures are 
based on the shrinkage study for SS430L and YSZ electrolyte [6], and is listed in table 3.6. To 
ensure that no oxygen is present, as even small amount would be detrimental to the oxidation of 
the metal support affecting expansion/shrinkage behaviour (e.g. due to chromia formation), 
scavenger particles (SS-430L powder) have been placed inside the tube on each side of the disks 
(see Figure 3.7). 




     In addition, in order to reduce warping during cell sintering, a counterweight has been placed on 
the cell during co-sintering. For thermal isolation during high sintering temperature, alumina foam 
blocks have been used as insulating materials. The flow rate of the 5% H2/95% Ar gas is set at 114 
mL/min (i.e. scale reading of 30 using the rotameter with stainless steel float). This flow rate was 
determined as sufficiently high to prevent any air ingress, but sufficiently low to allow the furnace to 
attain the sintering temperature. Before starting the furnace, wait for one hour with the 5% H2/95% 
Ar gas to ensure that the tube is purged. 
                        Table 3.6: Co-sintering temperature profile for half MS-SOFC 
 
 
3.2.5 Anode and Cathode Infiltration Procedures 
 
In this research, infiltration method was used to infiltrate anode and cathode catalysts into porous 
metal and porous YSZ cathode scaffold, respectively. NiO/SDC and LSCF/GDC have been used as 
anode and cathode catalyst respectively [6].  
 
3.2.5.1   Anode Infiltration: 
     To prepare the anode infiltration solution, 29.631 grams of nickel nitrate, 3.867 grams of 
samarium nitrate, 15 grams of cerium nitrate and 250 ml of DI water are mixed in a 500 mL beaker 
nad lhma eWsmemd eviae tneWenlWeU oite (inenoite “M”).  FWe vneneiee nad emeiee ailenlmv, evm 
aluminum weighing dish (to ensure all the particles in the weighing dish are poured in the beaker, 
evm inel Wo lhm rI onlme lW “eiavm” lhm omiehiae divh). For nickel nitrate use a 500ml beaker (because 
Wo lhm tneeme neWeal) nad evm lhm “neWel PeW” entnaem. nhm emntme iv lhma itnemd Wa n hmnlmd itnlm 
(50C) with magnetic stirrer (speed 300 rpm) for 90 minutes. Then, 1 gram of Triton x-100 is added, 
Temperature (℃) Ramping rate (℃/min) Dwell 
(min) 
400 (from room 
temperature, 25℃) 
2 ℃/min (188 min) 30 
1000 5℃/min (120 min) 10 
1325 sintering temperature 7.5℃/min (43 min) 120 
Cooling down to room 
temp (25◦C) 
3.25◦C/min (400 min) 0 
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and the final mixture is left stirring at 50C for 24 hours. Triton x-100 is added to the anode solution 
in order to reduce the surface tension of the solution to facilitate infiltration. Table 3.7 summarizes 
the anode composition used in this study (same for both structures investigated here). 
 
Table 3.7: Anode composition used for anode infiltration 
                                 
 
     Before impregnation, the anode solution is heated up to 90℃ while stirred (300 rpm) for 30 
minutes. Before anode infiltration, the mass of the cell is measured. A small pipette is used to 
impregnate the anode catalyst in the porous metal support and especially in the anode transition layer. 
Figure 3.8 shows the pipette used for anode and cathode catalysts infiltration into porous structure. 
 
Component Mass (g) , volume 
(ml) 
Mass wt % for all 
of powder added to 
solution 
 Mass (g) for Ce, 
Sm and Ni 
 Mass wt% for  Ce, 








3.869 (g)   7.82      1.31       10.80 
Nickel nitrate 
hexahydrate 
29.631 (g)    59.86        5.98        49.30 
DI water 250 (ml)       -         -          - 
triton x-100 1 (g)      2.02          -          - 
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Figure 3.8: A schematic of the Ni- SDC anode fabricated through infiltration 
 
    The infiltrated cell is then heat-treated at 400℃ in air in a muffle furnace to break down the nitrates 
to form Ni oxide. The temperature ramp is 1.5C per minute and the dwell time at 400C is 5 minutes, 
after which the furnace turns off. After cooling, the mass of the infiltrated cell is weighted. This 
infiltration/heat treatment process is repeated through up to 5 cycles, until reaching a 10 wt% loading 
based on the initial cell mass.  
 
3.2.5.2   Cathode Infiltration: 
     Cathode infiltration is only for the porous infiltrated cathode scaffold structure. For cathode catalyst 
infiltration, Samarium Barium Strontium Cobalt oxide (SBSCo) solution was used. This solution is 
composed of 4.821 grams of samarium nitrate, 2.835 grams of barium nitrate, 2.296 grams of strontium 
nitrate, 12.62 grams of cobalt nitrate, and 250 ml of DI water.  In addition, 10 grams of anhydrous 
citric acid is added to this cathode solution as chelating agent for metal nitrate solution, and 7 grams 
of ammonium hydroxide are added to this solution to induce the chelating agent. In other words, citric 
acid and ammonium hydroxide are added to prevent particle sedimentation. Ammonium hydroxide 
addition should be done in the fumehood. In order to reduce the cathode solution surface tension, 25 
ml of ethanol is used as surfactant material. The same infiltration procedure as that described for the 
anode was used, except that obviously the cathode solution was infiltrated on the cathode transition 




Table 3.8: Cathode solution composition and SBSCo composition. 
  
3.2.6  Cathode Deposition  and  Ex-Situ  Sintering  for  Deposited  Cathode 
 
     Contrary to the case of cell structure 2 in which the cathode catalyst material is infiltrated into a 
porous YSZ scaffold, for cell structure 1, a LSCF/GDC cathode layer is printed onto the electrolyte 
surface. The procedure is as follows. First, five pieces of scotch tape are piled together.  After that, 
the piled tapes are punched using a 6 mm diameter punch set. This diameter represents the diameter 
of the cathode layer to be deposited. Thereafter, the punched tape is placed in the center of the 
electrolyte surface to deposit LSCF/GDC cathode ink on the hole of the tape. Then, a blade (similar 
to doctor blade) is used to level off the deposited ink. Next the punched tape is removed. After that, 
the circular printed cathode is left in the air for two hours to dry, after which it is ex-situ sintered in 
argon atmosphere, according to the temperature profile shown in Tables 3.9 and 3.10. 
 
Table 3.9: Old ex-situ sintering temperature profile used for printing the LSCF/GDC 







Mass (g) , 
volume (ml) 
Mass wt % for 
all of powder 
added to solution  
 Mass (g) for 
Sm, Ba, Sr, and 
Co 
Mass wt% for  




4.821 (g)   12.18 1.63 24.59 
Barium Nitrate 2.835 (g)   7.16 1.49 22.47 
Strontium Nitrate 
anhydrous 
2.296 (g)    5.8 .95 14.32 
Cobalt nitrate 
hexahydrate 
12.62 (g)   31.89 2.56 38.61 
DI water 250 (ml)     -    -      - 
Citric acid 10 (g)   25.27    -      - 
Ammonium hydroxide 7 (g)   17.69    -      - 
Ethanol 25 (ml)     -    -      - 
Temperature (℃) Ramping rate (◦C/min) Dwell (min) 
400 (from room temperature, 25℃)   2 ℃/min (188 min) 30 
1100 1.8℃/min(388min) 120 
Cooling down to room temp (25℃) 2.56℃/min (420 min) 0 
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Table 3.10 New ex-situ sintering temperature profile used for printing the LSCF/GDC 
cathode on the YSZ dense electrolyte 
Temperature (℃)        Ramping rate 
(℃/min) 
          Dwell (min) 
100 ( from room 
temperature, 25℃◦C) 
2 ℃/min (38 min) 60 min 
800 2 ℃/min (350 min) 60 min 
1125 1.8 ℃/min (181 min) 60 min 
Cooling down to room 
temp (25℃) 












Chapter 4 Results and Discussion   
     As described previously, the overarching goal in our group at UW is to develop a MS-SOFC using 
conventional ceramic processing techniques such as tape-casting and screen printing. More specific 
to the present study is the development of a cathode for an MS-SOFC that can be prepared (essentially 
sintered) ex-situ, which would be considerably more practical that in-situ sintering. In this work we 
considered two main routes to fabricate the cathode: 1) stand-alone cathode layer and 2) porous 
infiltrated cathode scaffold, as seen in Figure 4.1. For both structures, the half-cell, composed of metal 
support layer, anode transition layer and dense electrolyte layer are the same. The difference between 
the two structures is that for the stand-alone cathode layer structure, the cathode layer is printed on 
the assembly after co-sintering the half-cell (to which is also added eventually a cathode transition 
layer), whereas for the cathode scaffold structure, the cathode material is infiltrated in the co-sintered 
half-cell/porous cathode scaffold assembly. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: (a) Cell structure 1: Stand-alone cathode layer. (b) Cell structure 2: 
Porous infiltrated cathode scaffold 
 
     Finally, depending on the cathode structure, we have used two different cathode materials. For the 
stand-alone cathode layer, a cathode paste was needed and since not only LSCF was indicated as a 
possible cathode material for ex-situ MS-SOFC, but also because LSCF paste is commercially 
available, LSCF was selected as the cathode for the stand-alone cathode layer. For the cathode scaffold 
structure, it was decided to use Samarium Barium Strontium Cobalt oxide (SBSCo) because it can be 





4.1 Fabrication and Performance of MS-SOFC with Stand-alone 
Cathode Layer.  
 
4.1.1 Fabrication of Full MS-SOFC Cell with Stand-alone Cathode Layer 
 
     The fabrication of MS-SOFC for cells with stand-alone cathode layer has been made using three 
consecutive steps. The first step is to co-sinter in reducing atmosphere (95% Ar, 5% H2) the metal 
support with the anode transition layer, the electrolyte layer and eventually a cathode transition layer. 
The second step is to infiltrate and calcine the anode catalyst, and then the third step is to print the 
cathode layer and sinter it in argon atmosphere.  
  The first and main challenge is the fabrication of a cell that is visually not warped and not cracked. 
Such MS-SOFC cells are very sensitive to any changes in the fabrication process. The half-cell 
fabrication recipe is the result of the work of a previous graduate student. Nonetheless several tries 
were necessary to just come up with a flat and not cracked full cell.  
     The first full cell that was fabricated had the following structure: 5 MS layers, 1 anode transition 
layer and 1 dense YSZ electrolyte layer. Composition of the different layers are given Chapter 3. This half-
cell was sintered under reducing atmosphere (5%H2,95%Ar), and the temperature profile used was that 
shown in Table 3.5 in chapter 3. However, this fabrication method led to huge cracks, as seen in Cell 1 in 
Table 4.1.  
     Then in order to avoid cracks on the electrolyte, a cathode transition layer (whose composition s ishown 
in Table 3.3) was added on top of the electrolyte. The resulting cell was visually flat and without cracks, 
as seen in Cell 2 in Table 4.1. 
     In order to improve the YSZ electrolyte densification, the amount of YSZ powder was increased from 
7.5 g to 8 g in the electrolyte slurry and sintered using a 7C/min ramping rate to reach 1325 C. However, 
although the resulting cell was flat, some cracks on the cathode transition surface appeared, as seen in Cell 
3 in Table 4.1. 
      The amount of YSZ powder was further increased to 8.5 g in the electrolyte slurry, but the resulting 
cell, sintered at 1325C at rate of 7C/min, still showed some cracks, even though it was flat, as seen in 
Cell 4 in Table 4.1. Several attempts with 8.5g of YSZ powder in the electrolyte slurry were attempted at 
different sintering temperature ramping rate, but all showed some cracks. 
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     Finally, after several trials and errors, it was found that 8.0 g of YSZ powder in the electrolyte slurry 
sintered at a ramping rate of 7.5 C/min up to 1325C, and with cathode transition layer led to the most 
visually satisfactory cell, in term of flatness and absence of cracks, as seen in Cell 5 in Table 4.1. Note that 
a change in sintering ramping rate to 7.6 C/min is sufficient to lead to some cracks. 
 





Cell 1 Cell without cathode transition layer.   
Cell 2 Cell with cathode transition layer  
 
Cell 3 Cell with 8 g of YSZ in the electrolyte 
layer and with a sintering ramping rate 
of 7 C/min up to 1325 C. Also with 
a cathode transition layer. 
 
Cell 4 Cell with 8.5 g of YSZ in the 
electrolyte layer and with a sintering 
ramping rate of 7 C/min up to 1325 
C. Also, with a cathode transition 
layer. 
 
Cell 5 Cell with 8 g of YSZ in the electrolyte 
layer and with a sintering ramping rate 
of 7.5 C/min up to 1325 C. Also, 
with a cathode transition layer. 
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Cell 6 Cell with mixed coarse (tape cast 
grade) YSZ powder and nano YSZ 
powder; sintering ramping rate of 7.5 
C/min up to 1325 C. Also, with a 
cathode transition layer. 
 
 
Still with the goal of densifying the electrolyte as much as possible, it was attempted to mix the tape-cast 
grade YSZ powder with some nano YSZ powder using different ratios, but all led to broken cells, as shown 
in Cell 6 in Table 4.1. 
 
     In conclusion, for the stand-alone cathode layer structure, it seems that, prior to cathode printing, a 
cathode transition layer is necessary here, and one should use 8.0 g of tape cast grade YSZ powder in the 
electrolyte slurry and sinter the half-cell at a temperature ramping rate of 7.5 C/min. The cathode was then 
printed on the half-cell/cathode transition layer assembly using the procedure described in Chapter 3. The 
resulting SEM micrograph of that cell, before any test is shown in Figure 4.2, where each layer is indicated. 
From this figure, the cathode transition layer is hardly distinguishable from the electrolyte. The electrolyte 
appears dense, however one can see some areas (e.g. center of the picture) where the anode transition is 









Figure 4.2 – SEM micrograph of fresh structure 1 cell, with cathode transition.  
 




     Figure 4.3 shows the polarization curve and power density of a cell prepared as described at the end of 
section 4.1.1. The operating conditions for this test are 50% H2 (balance argon) and cell temperature or 
804C. Clearly, the performance is very poor with a limiting current close to only 12 mA/cm2 and a 
maximum power density of about 2.2 mW/cm2. In addition, the open circuit voltage (OCV) was only 
~0.85 V, when one would expect to be above 1 V. This low OCV is indicative of possible H2 leaks through 
the electrolyte, which is further reinforced by the very high cell temperature, ~800C, which is 50C higher 
than the furnace temperature set of 750C. The fact that voltage is falling very rapidly when the current is 
drawn points to very high polarization losses, which could be attributed to bad surface contact inside the 
cell between some layers and/or poor ionic/electronic conductivity. Figure 4.4a shows the corresponding 
micrograph of the cell used in Figure 4.3. In this figure, one can distinguish the cathode transition layer 
from the cathode layer. The electrolyte appears dens without cracks, but eventually some small holes. 
Figure 4.4b shows the EDX results for cathode layer, and part of the transition layer; since the cathode is 
composed of LSCF and SDC, and the cathode transition contains primarily YSZ, all elements shown in 
EDX are expected, with the exception of iron. It is not clear at this stage whether some iron has migrated 
to the cathode during operation, or if the presence of iron originates from cutting of the cell. 
 
 

































H2 (balance argon), cell temperature ~800C (furnace temperature of 750C). With cathode 





Figure 4.4 – Spent cell with cathode stand-alone layer. 50% H2 (balance argon), cell temperature ~800C 
(furnace temperature of 750C). With cathode transition layer. a) SEM micrograph; b) EDX results for 










     One possible contribution to the large polarization could be the cathode transition layer, which was 
initially added to obtain flat and crackles cells. An attempt was successfully made to fabricate a half-cell 
without cathode transition layer that is flat and without apparent cracks, on which the LSCF cathode was 
printed. The electrochemical performance of this cell is shown in Figure 4.5. This cell shows similar poor 
results as those in Figure 4.2. However, even if the OCV is even lower (~620 mV), the limiting current 
density is slightly higher (above 12 mA/cm2) and the maximum power density is about the same (~2.2 
mW/cm2). This indicates that, although there are still some leak-through problems (cell temperature of 
784C is still high), the polarization is lower in the case than in the previous case, most likely due to the 
removal of the cathode transition layer. EIS measurements were taken and shown in Figure 4.6, which 
indicates very high polarizations 
 
 
Figure 4.5 – Polarization and power density for a cell with cathode stand-alone layer. 40% H2 (balance 






















































Figure 4.6 – Nyquist plot a cell with cathode stand-alone layer. 50% H2 (balance argon), cell temperature 
~784C (furnace temperature of 750C). Without cathode transition layer. 
 
 
     In order to improve the polarization resistance, if associated in part with poor contact between the 
cathode and the electrolyte (in the absence of cathode transition layer), the sintering profile for the printed 
cathode was modified. The resulting electrochemical performance is in Figure 4.7. The OCV is still poor 
(~650 mV), still indicating leak through the cell. However, the maximum power density (~5 mW/cm2) 
and limiting current density (~28 mA/cm2) have almost doubled compared to the original cell, indicating 
that the new cathode sintering profile is better, which is also seen in the EIS results shown in Figure 4.8 
(when compared to Fig. 4.6). Nonetheless, the overall performance remains very poor. Figure 4.9 shows 
the corresponding SEM micrograph of the spent cell. Note that the cathode layer was found completely 
detached from the cell at the end of the experiment, which is why it does not show on the SEM micrograph. 
Figure 4.9 shows some cracks in the electrolyte, as well as areas where the electrolyte does not contact 
well with the anode. 
 
 
Figure 4.7 – Polarization and power density plot for a cell with cathode stand-alone layer. 33% H2 (balance 
argon), cell temperature ~773C (furnace temperature of 750C). Without cathode transition layer. New 

































Figure 4.8 – Nyquist plot a cell with cathode stand-alone layer. 33% H2 (balance argon), cell temperature 
~773C (furnace temperature of 750C). Without cathode transition layer. New cathode sintering profile. 
 
 
Figure 4.9 – SEM micrograph for cell with cathode stand-alone layer. 33% H2 (balance argon), cell 






























     Finally, a cell with cathode transition layer was tested using the new cathode sintering profile and the 
results are shown in Figure 4.10. The OCV has been greatly improved, reaching 1010 mV. However, 
compared to the case without cathode transition layer, the limiting current is smaller (~14 mA/cm2) and so 
is the maximum power density (~3.7 mW/cm2). The EIS results are shown in Figure 4.11, which also 




Figure 4.10 – Polarization and power density plot for a cell with cathode stand-alone layer. 38% H2 (balance 
argon), cell temperature ~773C (furnace temperature of 750C). With cathode transition layer and new 
cathode sintering profile. 
 
 















































~773C (furnace temperature of 750C). With cathode transition layer and new cathode sintering profile. 
 
     Several attempts with modified stand-alone cathode layer structures were made, all without cathode 
transition layer, but all have failed. One attempt was to have a more graded structure by inserting a layer 
with 75% YSZ/ 25% SS between the MS layer and the anode transition layer, but the resulting cell after co-
sintering showed major cracks (Figure 4.12a). Another attempt was to co-sinter the half-cell at 1325°C for 
5 hours (also with 75wt% YSZ in electrolyte slurry, as opposed to 72.7wt% for the previous ones); the 
resulting cell is shown in Figure 4.12b, and was severely warped, although not cracked. A similar cell was 





Figure 4.12 – Additional stand-alone cathode layer cell structures; a) more graded MS layer to anode 
transition layer, b) Cell co-sintered for 5 hours, c) Cell co-sintered for 4 hours. 
 
     In conclusion, there is still much work to do to improve the performance of the stand-alone cathode layer 
structure. Clearly, the cathode transition layer causes significant polarization losses, but at the same time 
helps in increasing the OCV. On the other hand, in the absence of the cathode transition layer, the 
polarization losses are lowered, but also is the OCV. The challenge is thus to manufacture a cell with good 
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4.2 Fabrication and Performance of MS-SOFC with Cathode Scaffold 
Layer.  
 
4.2.1 Fabrication of Full MS-SOFC Cell with Cathode Scaffold Layer 
 
 
     The half-cell composed of the metal support, anode transition layer and electrolyte is the same as what 
is described in Chapter 3. The challenge here is to find the composition of the porous cathode scaffold (e.g. 
how much YSZ, how much PMMA in the slurry), which has to be co-sintered with the half-cell under 
reducing atmosphere. As a start, 8 g of YSZ powder with 20 % PMMA was tried, followed by co-sintering 
at 7.5C/min up to 1325C. Unfortunately, the resulting cell had major cracks, as seen in Cell 1 in Table 
4.2. 
     Another trial was done using an amount of YSZ powder decreased to 7.5 g with 35 % PMMA, followed 
by co-sintering at 7.5C/min. This cell worked well, leading to a flat cell and without cracks, as seen Cell 2 
in Table 4.2. 
     In order to improve both the ionic and electronic conductivity of the cathode scaffold, porous SDC was 
tried instead of porous YSZ, using 7.5 g SDC with 35 % PMMA, followed by co-sintering at 7.5C/min. 
However, those cells did not sinter well at all, as seen in Cell 3 in Table 4.3. This is not surprising 
considering that the co-sintering is carried out in reducing atmosphere thus affecting the oxidation state of 
ceria in SDC.  
     Although not directly related to the cathode scaffold, in order to increase the sintering of the electrolyte, 
it was also attempted to mix tape cast grade YSZ powder with YSZ nano powder, but still with a cathode 
scaffold. As in the case of the stand-alone cathode layer, it did not work leading to cracks on the cell (see 














Cell 1 Cathode scaffold made of 8 g YSZ 
powder and 20% PMMA. Co-sintering at 
7.5C/min.  
 
Cell 2 Cathode scaffold made of 7.5 g YSZ 
powder and 35% PMMA. Co-sintering at 






Cell 3 Cathode scaffold made of 7.5 g SDC 
powder and 35% PMMA. Co-sintering at 
7.5C/min. 
 
Cell 4 Cell with mixed coarse (tape cast grade) 
YSZ powder and nano YSZ powder for 
the electrolyte. ; Cathode scaffold made 
of 7.5 g YSZ powder and 35% PMMA. 




     In conclusion, the initial cell for testing was manufactured using the configuration of Cell 2 in Table 4.2. 
Figure 4.13 shows an SEM micrograph of a fresh cell with cathode scaffold (structure 2). Figure 4.14 shows 
the EDX results for the main region layers of the cell. The composition of the electrolyte (Figure 4.14a) is 
exactly what is expected (yttria and zirconia). For the cathode scaffold region (Figure 4.14b), with the 
exception of strontium (which may be hidden in the large peak of yttrium), barium, samarium and cobalt 
are clearly present, which indicates that the infiltration of the cathode solution has successfully reached the 
cathode/electrolyte interface. For the anode transition region (Figure 4.14c), only the expected components 
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are detected (Ni infiltrated, Fe from the metal support, and Y/Zr from YSZ). 
 
 











Figure 4.14 – EDX results for a) electrolyte region; b) cathode scaffold region; c) anode transition region. 
 
4.2.2 Electrochemical Performance of Full MS-SOFC Cell with Cathode Scaffold 
 
     Figure 4.15 shows the polarization curve and power density of a cell prepared as described for Cell 2 in 
Table 4.2. The results are significantly better than for the stand-alone cathode configuration, but lower than 
published performance. A very good OCV (1.1 V) was obtained, but the voltage drops faster when current 
is drawn than in published results. Here the limiting current density close to 500 mA/cm2, and the maximum 
power density is about 138 mW/cm2. The corresponding EIS results are shown in Figure 4.16. This figure 
shows an ohmic resistance of ~1.92 Ω.ee2, which is very high and which points to some issues with the 
electrolyte, which dense enough to prevent leak through the cell (as indicated by the high OCV), but not 




nimeioie Rmvivlnaem (nnR ) (2.64 Ω.ee2 ) are also higher than published data, which indicates considerable 
possibility for improvement. Figure 4.17 presents the corresponding SEM micrograph. 
 
 
Figure 4.15 – Polarization and power density plot for a cell with cathode scaffold. 40% H2 (balance argon), 
cell temperature ~775C (furnace temperature of 750C). Cell according to cell 2 in Table 2.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.16 – Nyquist plot a cell with cathode scaffold. 40% H2 (balance argon), cell temperature ~775C 






















































Figure 4.17 – SEM micrograph for spent cell with cathode scaffold. 40% H2 (balance argon), cell 
temperature ~775C (furnace temperature of 750C). Cathode scaffold made of porous YSZ (according to 
Cell 2 in Table 2.1). 
 
     An expected reason for the large polarization is the fact that the porous cathode scaffold is made of YSZ, 
which is known for not conducting electricity. And, therefore, it is hypothesized that only the cathode 
materials near the current collector participate in the electrochemical reaction. It was seen in section 4.2.1 
that replacing YSZ by SDC (a mixed ionic and electronic conductor) does not lead to a good cell because 
of the change in the ceria oxidation state, which affects the structure of the scaffold. It was then decided to 
consider a composite cathode scaffold made of YSZ and SDC, the bulk being YSZ to maintain a strong and 
vlnetm vleeeleem nad lhm nrt’v oeaeliWa emiae eWvltU lW eWadeel lhm mtmeleWav emlomma lhm mtmeleWehmeient 
reaction sites and the current collector.  
     A cell was manufactured with a scaffold composed of 50% SDC and 50% YSZ, but unfortunately, after 
co-sintering, lhiv emtt onv eeWtma nad “eeeetmv” omem niinemal Wa lhm enlhWdm veeonem, nv vmma ia Fieeem 











Figure 4.18 – Picture of cell with cathode scaffold with different amounts of SDC after co-sintering; a) 50% 
SDC/50%YSZ with infiltrated cathode, b) 10% SDC/90%YSZ with infiltrated cathode, and c) 5% 
SDC/95%YSZ after co-sintering. 
 
      The amount of SDC was then reduced to 25% and Figure 4.19 shows the polarization and power density 
curves for a composite cathode scaffold made of 25% SDC/75%YSZ. Note that visually, one could still see 
vWem vWel Wo “eeeetmv” Wa lhm veeonem Wo lhm vialmemd venooWtd. Fieeem 4.19 shows that the OCV (~770 mV) 
is not as good as with the porous YSZ scaffold, which indicate that the presence of 25%SDC in the scaffold 
may affect somewhat the densification of the electrolyte (e.g. through difference in shrinking behavior). 
Also, the maximum power density (close to 90 mW/cm2) and limiting current density (400 mA/cm2) are 
lower than with the cathode YSZ porous scaffold. On the other hand, the EIS results (Figure 4.20) indicates 
that the ohmic resistance (1.56 Ω.ee2), although still high, is lower than for the YSZ scaffold. And more 
important, the polarization resistance (distance between each end of the arc at intercept of zero) (~.93 Ω.ee2) 
and nemn nimeioie Rmvivlnaem (nnR) (1.97 Ω.ee2) are lower in the case of 25% SDC in the scaffold than for 
pure YSZ (~1.42, 2.64 Ω.ee2). This indicates that indeed the presence of SDC helped reducing the 
polarization resistance. Figure 4.21 shows the corresponding SEM micrograph (Figure 4.21a) and EDX 
results in the electrolyte (Figure 4.21b), cathode scaffold (4.21c) and anode transition (4.21d). The SEM 
micrograph clearly shows a crack in the electrolyte, which likely explains the lower OCV, but the overall 
microstructure of the cathode scaffold with 25% SDC is not much different from that without SDC (see 
Figure 4.17). Again, the anode transition seems too porous, not allowing for complete intimate contact 
between the anode and the electrolyte. Figure 4.21b indicate the presence of samarium and cobalt, when 
one would expect only yttria and zirconia; since no ceria is detected, one can rule out the SDC, and thus 
those likely originate from the infiltrated cathode solution. In the fresh sample, no such species were 




cathode to the electrolyte during cell operation. Figure 4.21c shows many additional species from what was 
present in the fresh sample (see Figure 4.14c), most notably the components (samarium, barium, cobalt) 
present in the cathode solution; it is difficult to assume that so much of those cathode solution would migrate 
deeiae lhm onietU vhWel WimenliWa Wo lhm emtt, nad il iv eWem titmtU lhnl vWem Wo lhm enlhWdm vWteliWa “viittmd” 
into the anode/metal support during the impregnation process, either from the side of the cell or through 
some cracks in the electrolyte. 
 
 
Figure 4.19 – Polarization and power density plot for a cell with cathode scaffold. 38% H2 (balance argon), 




Figure 4.20 – Nyquist plot a cell with cathode scaffold. 38% H2 (balance argon), cell temperature ~774C 





































































Figure 4.21 – Spent cell with cathode scaffold. 38% H2 (balance argon), cell temperature ~774C (furnace 
temperature of 750C). Cathode scaffold made of porous 25%SDC/75%YSZ. a) SEM micrograph; b) EDX 
results for electrolyte region; c) EDX results for cathode scaffold region; d) EDX results for anode transition 
results. 
     Considering the non-smooth aspect of the SDC/YSZ composite scaffold surface in the presence of at 
least 25% SDC, it was decided to further reduce the amount of SDC, keeping in mind that the primary 
purpose of SDC is to conduct electrons. Attempts were made with 10% and 5% SDC and the resulting cells 
are shown in Figure 4.18e) nad e), emvimelismtU. nhm emtt oilh 10% nrt vlitt vhWomd n omo “eeeetmv”, 







     The EIS results above all showed large ohmic losses, which may point to a problem with the electrolyte 
(e.g. not as dense as expected). In order to address this problem and investigate whether one can reduce the 
ohmic losses, longer co-sintering times (e.g. 5 or 4 hours compared to 2 hours) were investigated with the 
aim at further densifying the electrolyte. Two cells were prepared, both with pure YSZ cathode scaffold: 
the first cell was co-sintered for 4 hours and the second one for 5 hours. For the second cell, the amount of 
YSZ in the electrolyte slurry was also increased slightly to 75wt% (9 g) as opposed to 72.7wt% (8 g, as per 
Table 3.2). The resulting two cells (Figure 4.22) were flat and without noticeable delamination. The cell 
sintered for 5 hours showed a slight crack on one side, but was mostly intact, whereas the cell sintered for 
4 hours did not show any cracks. Both cells were tested for their electrochemical performance. Surprisingly, 
the cell sintered for 4 hours, and which looked quite good visually showed no OCV at all! The reason for 
this is unclear, but clearly, something went wrong with that particular cell. For the cell sintered for 5 hours, 
the polarization curve and EIS results for a feed of 29% H2 is shown in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24, 
respectively. Those figures can be directly compared with Figures 4.8 and 4.9, the main difference being 
the sintering time. Clearly, here increasing the sintering time had a negative effect with lower OCV (620 
mV compared to 1100 mV), lower maximum power density (38 mW in comparison to 138 mW.cm-2), and 
lower ohmic resistance (1.8 Ω.ee2 compared to 1.92 Ω.ee2). This was definitely not expected: one reason 
eWetd em lhm enlhWdm vWteliWa evmd, ohieh onv n eil “Wtd” nad ehnaemd vWemohnl ia niimnenaem (eWem iiat 
and not as transparent); another reason, maybe that the contact between the metal support and the rest of the 
cell may have degraded when sintering for a longer period, as seen from the crack part in Figure 4.22b. 
Figure 4.25 show the SEM of the spent cell. This figure confirms a very bad contact between the metal 
support and the rest of the cell, as it looks nearly delaminated. As the sintering duration is extended, the 
metal support shrinks more, which may lead to cell warping or near delamination as it is the case here. To 
address the poor contact, new cells with more graded composition layers between metal support and 





Figure 4.22. Cell with prolonged sintering time; a) 4 hours sintering and 72.7wt% YSZ in electrolyte slurry, 
b) 5 hours sintering and 75wt% YSZ in electrolyte slurry. 
 
 
Figure 4.23 – Polarization and power density plot for a cell with cathode scaffold. 29% H2 (balance argon), 
cell temperature ~771C (furnace temperature of 750C). Cell according to cell 2 in Table 2.1, except 
sintered for 5 hours (and 75% YSZ in electrolyte slurry). 
 
 
Figure 4.24 – Nyquist plot a cell with cathode scaffold. 29% H2 (balance argon), cell temperature ~771C 
(furnace temperature of 750C). Cell according to cell 2 in Table 2.1, except sintered for 5 hours (and 75% 


























































Figure 4.25 – SEM micrograph of the spent cell with cathode scaffold. 29% H2 (balance argon), cell 
temperature ~771C, sintered for 5 hours at 1325C. 
 
     In conclusion, the MS-SOFC configuration with cathode scaffold shows promising results, but more fine 
tuning to determine the right amount of SDC in the scaffold is required; the amount should be small enough 
as to not affect the integrity of the structure during sintering in reducing atmosphere, as well as not 
negatively affecting the densification of the electrolyte, but sufficiently high to provide enough electronic 
conductivity to the current collector. In addition, more tuning should be done when considering prolonged 
















Chapter 5 Conclusions and Recommendations  
 
5.1   Conclusions  
 
     The main focus of this study was on the cathode, for which two different types of cathode 
material/preparation were considered: 1) ex-situ sintering of a printed stand-alone cathode layer and 2) 
iaoitlenliWa Wo enlhWdm enlmeintv Wa n enlhWdm venooWtd. FWe lhm oievl lUim, Ln0.58ne0.4tW0.2Fm0.8O3−δ 
mixed with Gadolinium Doped Ceria (LSFC-GDC) was used as cathode materials. For the second type, 
Samarium Barium Strontium Cobalt oxide (SBSCo) was infiltrated in the cathode scaffold. Cell 
performance was evaluated through IV curve, power density, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 
     In this thesis, SS-430L and YSZ have been used as metal support and electrolyte, respectively. MS-
SOFC full cells were fabricated without visible cracks and without in-situ cathode sintering which was a 
good result in this work. 
     The performance of structure 1 was very poor (e.g. max. power density less than 5 mW/cm2), so some 
modifications were made to improve performance (e.g. no cathode transition layer, increased sintering 
time), but to no avail so far. There is still much work to do to improve the performance of the stand-alone 
cathode layer structure. Clearly, the cathode transition layer causes significant polarization losses, but at 
the same time helps in increasing the OCV. On the other hand, in the absence of the cathode transition 
layer, the polarization losses are lowered, but also is the OCV. The challenge is thus to manufacture a cell 
with good OCV (fully dense electrolyte) without the presence of a cathode transition layer. 
     The MS-SOFC configuration with cathode scaffold shows promising results. Structure 2 (with cathode 
scaffold) yielded much better performance (e.g. max. power density of 140 mW/cm2), but still lower than 
published and target results of about 1000 mW/cm2. Consequently, some modifications were made to 
improve performance (e.g. add SDC in the porous scaffold, increased sintering time), but without much 
success, even though SDC addition showed a decrease in polarization resistance. 





5.2   Recommendations 
 
5.2.1   For Porous Cathode Scaffold Structure: 
1. Reduce SDC content below 25% in the porous scaffold, possibly to very low concentration, 
recalling that the main function of SDC here is to conduct electrons. 
2. Fine tune layers compositions (including slurry composition) in order to increase co-
sintering duration up to 5 hours, while obtaining a flat cell without cracks. 
 
5.2.2   For Stand Alone Cathode Structure 
1. Because of high ex-situ cathode sintering temperature may lead to anode catalyst coarsening, 
deposit the cathode prior to infiltrate the anode.  
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Air, Argon and Hydrogen Calibration used in this study  










5 15 12.64 71  
5 15 12.56 72  
5 15 12.59 71 71 
10 15 7.75 116  
10 15 7.77 116  
10 15 7.69 117 116 
15 15 5.2 173  
15 15 5.35 168  
15 15 5.47 165 169 
20 10 2.87 209  
20 10 2.91 206  
20 10 2.79 215  
20 10 2.86 210  
20 10 2.85 211 210 
25 10 2.35 255  
25 10 2.35 255  
25 10 2.36 254  
25 10 2.4 250  





Chart % full scale - flow rate Column1 
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10 15 32.25 28  
10 15 32.63 28  
10 15 31.06 29 28 
20 15 15.85 57  
20 15 14.89 60  
20 15 14.77 61 59 
30 15 9.67 93  
30 15 9.55 94  
30 15 9.58 94 94 
40 15 7.02 128  
40 15 7.08 127  
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50 15 5.57 162 161 
60 15 4.65 194  
60 15 4.63 194  
60 15 4.63 194 194 
70 10 2.62 229  
70 10 2.6 231  
70 10 2.66 226 228 
Chart % full scale - flow rate Column1 
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